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Formulas and Graphs for Representing the Interchange
ability of Fuel Gases 

Elmer R. Weaver 

When gas-burning appliances have been adjusted to give sat isfaction with a gas of one 
composition, and are then s upplied with gas of a different composition, changes are usually 
noted in the characteristics of the flames produced. 'When no change can be see n or meas
ured, the gases are said to be "exactly interchangeable. " 'Vhen undesirable changes do not 
occur to a greater extent than the person using the term thinks permissible, the gases are 
usually still called " interchangeable" with the omission of the adverb. No entirely satis
fac tory method has ever been found for predicting or representing the extent to which 
different gases depart from exact interchangeability. In this paper a set of six "indexes" is 
given for specifying and predicting from the composition of any two fu el gases the extent of 
the effects that occur wben one is substituted for another. Four of these indexes are new. 
Their derivation is given, and t heir application is shown by comparison with the results of 
extensive experimen tation of the American Gas Association. They are shown to represent 
t he results of observation somewhat better tban any method previously proposed . 

1. Introduction 

The problem of determining in advance the effect 
of changing the composition of the fuel gas supplied 
to a city on th e operation of the many appliances in 
use is one of great practical importance. To this 
general problem have been devoted many extensive, 
expensive, and time-consuming studi es based on ex
perience, on theory, on laboratory observation, and 
on combinations of them. The various reports deal
ing with the problem would fill several volumes, yet 
no entirely satisfactory answer of general applica
bility has been obtained. 

It will make the subject more tangible to cite some 
actual cases. About the year 1930 a supply of 
natural gas became available to the Washington Gas 
Light Co. At that time, the Company ,vas deliver
ing to the city a carburetted water-gas of 600 Btu /cu 
ft . Natural gas promised economi cs, but natural 
gas simply could not have been burned in existing 
appliances without a difficult per iod of readj ustment 
and redrilling or replacement of burners and appli 
ances. Accordingly, the Company set itself the 
problem of modifying the natural gas by mixing it 
with gases it could manufacture from coke, coal, and 
oil or from the natural gas itself to obtain a product 
that could be substituted for the carburetted water
gas without adversely affecting the use of a million 
or more burners of every conceivable design and 
purpose. To avoid complications in connection with 
the selling price of the gas, the Company chose the 
limitation that the new supply should have the same 
heating value as the old. With some guidance from 
the experience of others, but mainly by the empirical 
method of trying many mixtures made in numerous 
ways with appliances of many types, the Company 
succeeded admirably in its purpose. However the 
solution applied only to the set of conditions existing 
in Washington and not generally to the replacing or 
mixing of gases of other types. Had satisfactory 
formulas been available to represent "interchange
ability," most of the time and cost of the experimental 
investigation could have been saved., 

R ecently, the Company that supplies Milwaukee 
with a mixture of coke-oven and carburetted water
gas found itself without plant capacity to meet 
winter peaks at a time when a transmission line to 
deliver natural gas from the T exas fields was nearing 
completion. It was not economical to build addi
tional machinery to serve only as a supplementary 
source of supply during a few days, or at most ~t few 
months of a year or two while the natural gas line 
was being completed. Propane or butane were 
available, but the problem arose as to whether they 
could be safely introduced during peale loads, and in 
what quantity and with what other practicable 
modifications of the gas supply. Similar problems 
are faced by the gas compani es in many localities. 

The term interchangeability has come to represent 
the degree to which the operation of gas appliances 
is affected by substituting one gas for another. If 
no difference in the service rendered can be ob erved 
or measured , if flames on all burners are equally 
stable (that is, do not tend more or less to flash back 
or to "lift" from the burners), if there is no more 
tendency for carbon monoxide or soot to be liberated 
from one gas than from the other, the gases may be 
said to be exactly interchangeable. It is necrssary 
to use the adverb if this ideal condition is to be 
indicated , for the term interchangeable is also applied 
to pairs of gases that do not give identical results 
but cause no more change of one kind or another 
than the user of the term thinks permissible. 

Because service can be unsatisfactory in one or 
more of several ways, gases may be interchangeable 
in one respect but not in another. They are usually 
interchangeable, in ,the practical sense of causing no 
serious trouble, with some appliances but not with 
others; and they may be practically in terchangeable 
in one direction but not in the reverse. For example, 
appliances that have been given ordinary adjust
ments while supplied with natural gas usually have 
a rather wide margin of safety from flash back 
(burning with primary air inside the burner) but a 
narrow margin of safety from "lifting" (blowing of 
the flames away from the burner ports). Hence, 
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"ADJUSTMENT" 
OF APPLIANCE 

GAS RATE (INPUT)-;BTU . PER HOUR , 

FIGURE 1. Conventional diagram to show appliance ~ 'adjust
ment" in relation to limits of satisfactory operattOn. 

When the point representing adjustment is withiu the unshaded area, the 
operation of the appliance is considered "satisfactory". 

appliances th~t have be.en using a sl?,v-burni,ng 
natural gas WIll usually gIVe no trouble If a c~msld
erably more rapidly burning gas, such as a mIxture 
of the natural gas with 25 percent of coke-oven gas, 
is substituted; but if appliances should be ad]us.ted 
for the second gas and the first were then supplIed, 
a great deal of trouble from lifting might be antici-
pated. . 

In the course of an investigation of domestIc gas
burning appliances begun at .this Burea? in 1915, 
the relations between the deSIgn of applIances, the 
composition of the gas supplied to t~em, and their 
performance in service w~re ap.p~·oxlmately ?eter
mined. It was found that, m addItIOn to the pnmary 
requirement that the burning gas pro??ce as much 
heat as is wanted there are four condItIOns, already 
mentioned and us~ally referred to as "limiting" con
ditions, that must always be met if service is to be 
satisfactory or even safe. They ~re: Flames must 
not (1) lift, (2) flash back, (3) hbera~e carbon as 
indicated by yellow tips, or (4) bur~ ll1completely 
with the liberation of carbon monOXIde. In order 
to describe the conditions under which failures occur 
in one or more of these respects, a diagram was 
devised that has since become conventional in the 
fuel gas industry. One such diagram is shown III 

figure 1. . 

of which depend on the composition of the gas and 
on details of burner design not easily changed, such 
as the size and numb8l' of ports. For a given ap
pliance the limiting curves are changed only by a 
change of composition of the gas, not by changes of 
orifice air-shutter, or gas pressure ; these affect the 
"adju~tment" . only. The posi~ion with respect to 
these limiting curves of a POlllt representll1g the 
existing adjustment of an appliance shows whether 
the appliance is safe from each of the four hazards 
and by how wide a margin. A mechani~a~ model 
of this diagram was constructe~ and exhIbited. by 
this Bureau at the 1925 conventIOn of the AmeI'lcan 
Gas Association. On this model a "point" (a small 
black disk) moved automatically to represent accu
rately the effects of any change in the proportions of 
the eleven most common constituents of fuel gases 
on the rate of liberation of heat and on the entrain
ment of primary air into the burner. The curves 
representing the limiting conditions also m~v.ed to 
show the effects of every change of composItIOn of 
the gas supplied to a typical appliance, but t~~ rep
resentation was only approximate. Because dIfferent 
appliances show very different limiting curves it was 
considered impracticable to represent all of them 
satisfactorily by a single diagram or a single mathe
matical formula without extensive additional re
search involving observations of many appliances 
with a large number of gas mixtures. Plans were 
made to conduct such a research at the Bureau and 
much of the necessary equipment had been purchased, 
but the project had to be abandoned for lack of 
funds. 

In 1927 the American Gas Association (abbrevi
ated AGA) began a 6-year study of interch~ng~
ability called the Mixed Gas Reserach, of wluch It 
was said in the final report, [1]1 that "detailed 
results * * * are contained in twenty-five progress 
reports of the Testing Laboratory comP!'ising nearly 
2,000 typewritten pages * * * App,roximately 175,-
000 separate tests and examlllatIOns were c~m
ducted during this study, involving the preparatIOn 
and examination of more than 250 dIfferent gas 
mixtures" . The inves tigation resulted in the de
velopment of a general formula, called '.'C= th,~ 
index of change in perfon;nal!ce of appl~ances, 
which was first made pubhc III 1936 dunng the 
Federal Trade Commission's investigation of public 
utilities . This index will be r eferred to in the 
present paper as '~AGA I~dex C.". Its derivat~on 
and significance wIll be dIscussed III the followmg 
section. 

It is easily shown (1) that at a constant press ure 
the heat "input" in:to an appliance is determined by 
a characteristic of the appliance and by HI-[J5, 
where H is the heating value, and D is the density 
of the gas usually expressed as specific gravity, and 
(2) that the fraction of the air required ~or com~le~e 
combustion/ which is introduced as pnmary all' IS 

In this figure the pomt X represe~lts the rate at 
which heat is produced by combustIOn. (~om~onl.y 
~alled the "input" of the burner to dIstmgmsh It 
from the "output" of heat in hot water or ot~er 
material leaving the appliance) and th~ ra~e.at whIch 
primary air enters the burner of an lI~d.lvldual ap
pliance under a particular set of condItIOns of gas 
supply and ll1echanicaLs~tting .. These two rates are 
subj ect to easy mechamcal adjustments of v~lves, 
orifices and air shutters, and they are convenIently 1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature r~ fere~ces at the end of the paper .. 

, d'" f h ' By the "air required lor complete combustion" I ~ meant the number of cubiC referred to collectively as "the a ]ustment 0 t e leet of air tbat contains just enough oxygen to ecmbme chemICally wltb tb~ ec.m. 
I 0 h d · th f "1' m ' t' g bustible ecnstituents of 1 eu ft of the fuel gas to convert tbem to carbon dIOXide app iance. n t e same Iagraln e our 1. 1. In and water. This number will be briefl y called tbe "air requirement" of the gas 

conditions" are represented by curves, the posltlOns' and be represented by the symbol A. 
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proportional to -V DIA. For most gases there is a 
nearly constan t relation between air require~ent 
and heatincr value (approximately 9 cu ft of all' IS 
required p~r 1,000 Btu). H eating values and 
specific gravities of gases are co~m~nly reported, 
air requir~ments rarely. Hence It IS often ~on
venient to substitute H for A and to consIder 
HI -V D (or its reciprocal) a measure of t wo of the 
most important properties which determine inter-
changeability . (Of course, the more accurate A h / D 
should be substituted when primary air is considere~, 
if the neccssary data are available). In 1934 111 

Bureau Circular 405 [2], the significance of HI..fJ5 
as a partial measure of interchangeability was 
pointed out. In the same publication it was shown 
that at least one addi t ional factor, the " ignition 
velocity" or "speed of flame propagation," which 
can be represented approximately by a num~er 
S 3 must be considered in any decision regardlllg 
interchangeability. However, no attempt was made 
to combine S and HI D into any general formula 
for interchangeability such as AGA Index C.. . 

In 1938 an AGA committec mad e an mvestlgatlOn 
to select gases for appliance tests that would be r ep
resentative of the gases in u se throughout the Umted 
States. The results are described in R eport 847 of 
the AGA T esting Laboratories [3]. Although the 
number of gases exper imented with was small in 
comparison with the Mixed Gas Res~ar~h or the 
investigations described hereafter , ceJtam Importa~t 
data are given in more detail and will have use m 
t his paper. . . 

In 1941 Knoy [4] , who was concerned prnnanly, 
with substitutions involving liqu efied petroleum 
gascs, published a formula for in terchangea bility 
that has received wide acceptancc. 

In 1946 the AGA Laboratories published, as R e
search Bulletin 36 [5], an account of an investigation 
of interchangeability, during which 18 appliances 
were adj usted successively wi th 3 natural gases of 
somewhat different characteristics, and after each 
adjustment were supplied with from 18 to 48 o t~er 
gases of widely different compositions and propertws. 
The results are reported in enough detail to make 
them much more valuable to a student of the subj ect 
than the available results of the Mixed Gas Research. 
By this time it was recognized that no one formula 
could i·epresent accurately the interchangeability of 
gases with respect to all important properties, and 
tlll·ee "interchangeability index" for "yellow tips," 
"lifting," and "flashback," designated J y, h, and IF, 
respectively, were developed . Collectively these 
t hree indexes give an excellent representation of the 
effects observed. The very important question of 
whether an interchange of gases would result in 
"incomplete combustion", meaning the liberation of 
carbon monoxide, was answered by the observation 
that combustion was complete in all cases in which 
the gases were interchangeable with respect to each 
of the three properties represented by indexes. 
Hence, no formula for interchangeability with respect 

• Tbe valuation of S ,vill be described later. 

to completeness of combu tion wa con id ered neces
ary. For brevity this report will be referred to 

simply as Bupetin .36. . . . 
In the prmg of 194 a prclllllLUary report of a 

somewhat similar investigation of the results of sup
plying a wide variety of ga.ses to ~8 burners. was 
mad e [6] by J. F. Anthes, Chanman of the Commlttee 
in charge of the investigation. When the observed 
results Were compared with the predictions of the 
previously evolved formulas, the agreemcnts were 
not very satisfactory. In his presentation of the 
report Anthes called attention to this fact and ex
pressed the hope that even more satisfactory formulas 
would be developed in the future. For brevity, 
reference [6] will be called the Anthes Rep.ort : . 

Accepting Anthes' statement as a broad lllvltatlOn 
to a nyone to try to develop more usefL~ formul.as, 
the writer undertook to repalr the omlSSlon of a 
quantitative connection between the partial formula 
HI D (or AI..fJ5) and S of Circular 405 and to sec 
whether they co uld be made to prcdict quantitatively 
the probable interchangeability with r espect to flash
back and l ifting as judged by all data eas ily available. 
The first application of a new index to l iftin g among 
the gases described in the Anthes R eport, was more 
successful than anticipated; and while less success 
was met in dealing with Bulletin 36, the writer was 
encouraged to develop formulas for all four limit.ing 
conditions of service, lifting, flashback, yellow-tlps, 
and incomplete combustion. The resulting formulas 
appeared to represent all available observations a 
little better than do the three indexes of Bulletin 36, 
and are simpler to apply. 

However, at the time of the Anthes R eport , the 
experimen tal study of the sub ject was being greatly 
extended by the American Gas AssociaLion, and 
many of th e importan t details e:ren of the first 
investigation remained to be publIshcd. It could 
not be certain tha t fu rther work would not show the 
new formulas to be of limi ted application or unsatis
factory accuracy, in which case their premature 
publication would have resulted only in further 
confusion of an already tangled subject. Subse
quently, the observations mad e in the AGA investi
gation were published in four reports designated 
R esearch R eports 1106 A, B, C, and D [7 to 10]. 
Comparisons of the formulas based ini tially on ap
proximately 40 gas mixtures .of the preli.mina~·y 
report with several hundred mIxtures descnbed III 

Bulletin 36 and the complete reports of the later 
work have shown their o·eneral applicability to the 
problems of interchangeabili ty with enough certa:inty 
to meri t the publication of a thorough analYSIS of 
the ubj ect. The derivation of the new formulas 
will be explained and theil· relation to earlier formulas 
shown with the object of making the whole subj ect 
more understandable. 

II. Graphic Representation of the 
ance of Appliances and 
Formulas for Interchangeability 

Perform
Genera l 

So many differen t symbols have been used for the 
same thing, and the sam.e symbol has been used for 
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so many different things in the numerous papers on 
interchangeability, that to use each in its original 
sense would be confusing unless accompanied by 
excessive explanation. An attempt has been made 
to simplify the use of symbols, as the result of which 
the discussion and even quotation of some work will 
not be in terms of the original symbols. For 
example, in the papers of the Bureau and in some of 
the AGA reports, heating value has been represented 
by (H); in others it has been represented by (h) . 
In all AGA papers and in this paper also properties 
of the gas with which an appliance is adjusted are 
represented by the subscript (a); but in some AGA 
reports the properties of gases subsequently supplied 
to the appliance are represented by the subscript (t) 
for "test" gas, in others by (8) for "substitute" gas. 
In this paper the last two subscripts have simply 
been omitted. 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 
a = subscrip t used with another symbol to 

indicate a property of the gas with 
which an appliance was adjusted. The 
same symbol without subscrip t indi
cates the same property of a gas "sub
stituted" for the adjustment gas. 

A = cubic feet of air required for the complete 
combustion of 1 cu. ft. of gas. 

AF = cubic feet of air required for the complete 
combustion of the gas that enters the 
burner in 1 hour. 

b, c, ... = fractions of given ch emical constituents 
of a gas mixture. 

C= a general " index of interchangeability". 
Usually identified as AGA Index 0 or 
Knoy Index O. 

O= a constant. Used several times to repre
sent differen t numbers. 

D = density of gas expressed as specifi c gravity 
referred to air as unity. 

E, F = factors used in computing K , the "chem
ical composition factor" in "AGA In
dex Oil . 

F= a factor used in computing flame speed S. 
H = heating value of gas in Btu per cubicfoot. 
I = "input" , or rate at which heat is produced 

in an appliance, in Btu per hour. 
k= a "constant" representing the "adjust

ment" of an appliance that determines 
the rate of flow of gas into the burner. 
k depends on the size and form of the 
"orifice. " 

k' = a second "constant" which represents the 
design and adjustment of the burner. 
Its value depends on the "air-shutter 
opening," the form of the "mixing
tube, " the size and number of the 
burner "ports" and some other things. 

K = a constant used in two of the A G A 
"indexes" . 

K = the "chemical composition factor" used 
in evaluating "AGA Index C" . 

L= the "lifting constant" used in the AGA 
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indexes. It is designated F in Bulletin 
36. 

M = H aDa/HaAaD= AGA "index representing 
change in performance of appliance 
with variations in heating value and/or 
specific gravity with no appreciable 
change in combustion characteristics". 

N = number of "readily liberated atoms" of 
carbon per hundred molecules of gas. 
All carbon atoms of unsaturated and 
cyclic hydrocarbons and all but one 
atom per molecule of saturated hydro
carbons are considered to be readily 
liberated . H ence, N represents the 
number of carbon atoms in hydrocar
bons minus the number of molecules of 
saturated hydrocarbons. 

p = gas pressure at the orifice. 
P = primary air in a burner expressed as a 

percen tage of the air required for com
plete combustion. 

Q= percentage of oxygen in fuel gas. It is 
designated O2 in Bulletin 36. 

R = ratio of number of atoms of hydrogen in 
all forms of combination in the fuel gas 
to the number of carbon atoms in the 
hydrocarbons (carbon monoxide is ex
cluded). 

S = maximum flame speed in a mixture of the 
gas with air, expressed as a fraction of 
flame speed for hydrogen . 

T = the "yellow tip constant" used in com
puting the AGA index of interchange
ability with respect to yellow tips. 

V = cubic feet of gas that enters the burner in 
1 hour. 

Z = percentage of inert constituents (nitrogen 
and carbon dioxide) in fuel gas. It is 
designated E in Bulletin 36. 

I p= AGA index for flashback. For gases that 
are exactly interchangeable with re
spect to flashback, I p = l. 

h = AGA index for lifting. For gases that 
are exactly interchangeable with re
spect to lifting, h = l. 

I y= AGA index for yellow tips. For gases 
that are exactly interchangeable with 
respect to yellow tips, I y= l. 

J A = A .!D,J Aa-VD= index of interchange
ability with respect to air supply. 
When JA = 1, the total quantity of air 
required to burn each gas is the same, 
the fraction of this introduced as pri
mary air is the same, and, unless there 
are unusual convective effects, the 
excess oxygen in the flue products is the 
same, and there is the same hazard of 
liberation of large quantities of carbon 
monoxide through "smothering" of the 
flame. 

JF = S/Sa-1.4 JA+O.4=proposed index for 
flashback. For gases that are exactly 



interchangeable with respect to flash
back, JF = O. 

J fI = H .[l5;./T-Ia , !D= index of interchangeabil
ity with respect to rate at which heat is 
produced. For gases exactly inter
changeable in this respect, J H = l. 

J 1 = J A - 0.366 R/Ra-0.634=proposed index 
for incomplete combustion. For gases 
exactly interchangeable in this respect, 
J, = O. 

S 100 - Q 
J& = J A Sa 1 00 _ Qa proposed index of inter-

changeability with respect to lifting. 
For gases that are exactly interchange
able with respect to lifting, J L = l. 

J y= J A - 1 + (N-Na) /llO = proposed index for 
interchangeability with respect to yel
low tips. For gases that are exactly 
interchangeable in this respect, J y= O. 

Th e purpose of using fuel gas is always to heat 
something, and the first measure of service is the rate 
at whicb heat is suppli ed . Nearly all gas-burning 
appliances are given by their manufacturers an inpu t 
rating, expres ed in Btu per hour, at which tIl e most 
favorable results are to be expected . The ra te in 
eubic feet per hour at which gas Hows through an 
{)rifi ce is equal to le .jp/D, wh ere Ie is a constant for the 
{)rifice involving i ts form and area, D is Lh e density of 
the gas, usually expressed as specifLC gravi ty refen ed 
to air, and p is the pressure at the orifice . The rate at 
whi eh heat is supplied, in Btu per hour , commonly 
referred to as th e "input", f , is th e product of the 
rate of flow and the beaLing valu e of the gas, II, that 
i , f = Ie ·/p X II/ ,ID. Th e equation is written in this 
way to di stinguish TI/ .JJ5, whieh is a characteristic of 
the gas, from the pressure, p, and from Ie , which is a 
characteristic of tbe m echani cal construction and 
a dju stmen t of the appliance. If an appliance is 
adjusted to give t he desired heating effect wi th a gas 
of 11 eating value fla and specific gravity Da and, wi th
out changing anything else, is then supplied wi tll 
another gas of heating value II and specifi c gravity 
D, then 

f H .JDa 
f a= Ha , (J5' 

(1 ) 

where f a and f are the inputs or the rates at which 
h eat is produced when burning the adjustment gas 
and the substitute gas, r espectively. The quantity 
H.JDa/Ha.JD is thus a measure or, to use the term 
favored in the AGA reports, an index, of interchange
abili ty of the two gases with respect to th e rate at 
whi ch heat is produced when the two gases are 
delivered to an appliance at the same pressure. If the 
gases are exactly interchangeable, the index is unity .4 

The satisfactory application of the heat depend s 
not only on its rate of supply but on what is loosely 

• In order to conform to t he type of sy m hols to be used later for other " indexee" 
o(performan ce l-I';J5.lI l • .,fD will also be called Ju. Jwill be used, in gen eral, to 
indicate indexe.; derived in this paper and to distinguish them rrom the index~s 
deri ved by the Ameri can Gas Associat ion, which has similarly employed I . 

called the type of flame, which is often described 
qualitatively in the gas industry as "hard" or "soft". 
P erhaps the most tangible effects of practical im
portance connected with the type of Harne are the 
space within which combustion is completed, and the 
relation of this space to effieiency and completeness 
of combustion. The amount of heat liberated in a 
given space is sometimes called the inten ity of the 
Harne and is important in many industrial and lab
oratory applications but not very signifieant in most 
domestic uses. 

With most gases, when the Harne is too soft, hydro
carbons are decomposed to produce solid carbon , 
which gives a yellow eolor to the Harne. The solid 
particles of earbon are harder to oxidize completely 
than are gases and tend to escape from the Harne as 
soot and diseolor nearby objects . This is the reason 
for the desire to avoid yellow tips, the appearanee of 
which is usually taken a one of the limits of sat is
factory operation of appliances. 

The principal facto)" in determinin g the degree of 
hardnes of a Harne is the fraction of the air required 
for complete combustion that is introduced as ' 
primary air. The high er this is the "harder" is the 
Harne; in faet, this fraction i the usual quantitative 
measure of hardn ess u sed in the study and testing 
of appliances. An alternative measure sometimes 
used is the heating value of the primary mixture 
(gas and air wi thin the burner ). With the gases 
usually encountered in publi c supplies, from eoke
oven gas to bu tane, th ere is little difference in th!' 
appearance or useful properties of flames produ ced 
with equal percentages of primary air (refer red to 
total air required) , provid ed Lhe flames are s table 
and not very close to the yellow-tip limi t. 

The number of cubic feet of primary air in:i ected 
into a burner by 1 cu It of gas is directly propor
tional to the square root of the pecific gravity of 
the gas. H ence, the ratio of primary air to total 
air required is lel,m/A , where A is the number of 
cubie feet of air required for the combustion of 
1 cu f t of gas, and leI is a constant characteristic of 
the appliance. If an applian ce is adjusted to have a 
desirable flame with one gas of specific gravity Da 
and air requirement A a, the fl ame of another gas 
of specific gravity D and air requirement A will have 
the same percentage of primary air and the sam e 
desirable qualities (to the exten t that primary air 
determines them) if A Da/Aa/J5= l. If this ex
pression, which will be called an index of inter
changeability with resp ect to the inj ection of primary 
air, is less than one, the substi tuted gas will produce 
a harder flame, if greater than one, a softer Harne 
than the gas with whi ch the adjustment was made. 
We will call the expression J A • 

In almost every case in which an interchange of 
gases is otherwise practicable, the air required per 
h eat uni t is nearly iden tical for the two gases. For 
example, AGA R eport No. 487 lists 16 natural 
gases with heating values from 705 to 1,260 Btu/cu ft 
and 20 manufactured gases from 400 to 600 Btu/cu ft 
as representative of all the gases of the two types 
supplied to the public in 1938 ("mixed gases", 
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usually mixtures of the two types were placed in 
another category). All the natural gases required 
from 9.3 to 9.5 cu ft of air per 1,000 Btu. The 
extreme variation among manufactured gases was 
between 8.3 and 9.0 cu ft l 1,OOO Btu with only 3 of 
the 20 gases outside the range of 8.5 to 8.8 . A.s 
interchange without readjustment of appliances is 
far from feasible between gases as differen t as those 
in the two groups, a practical problem of inter
changeability rarely arises in which the air required 
per 1,000 Btu of the gases involved differs by more 
than 2 or 3 percent. Hence, within this rather small 
margin we can consider air required as proportional 
to heating value and write 

Aa -fl5 Fla -,,1 lJ - - - (approx.) 
A -!l5a Fl -vI Da 

which mah:es the index of interchangeability with 
respect to the injection of primary air the same as the 
index of in terchangeability with respect to the rate 
of heat supply. 

There is not only some gain in convenience from 
reducing the two indexes to one; a more important 
consideration is that the approximate heating values 
and specific gravities of gases from various sources 
or distribu ted in different places are commonly re
ported, but air requirements are not. For example, 
an appliance manufacturer who supplies different 
orifices or other burner parts for such widely differ
ent gases as coal gas, natural gas, and propane, and 
who knows the range of good adj ustment with each , 
should have no difficulty in learning the heating 
value and specific gravity of the gas in a certain city 
nor in determining from them with what combina
tion of parts an appliance may be expected to give 
satisfactory service. 

It was mentioned in the introduction that in the 
study and testing of appliances it has long been cus-
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F IGURE 2. Conventional diagram of appliance adjustment and 
performance showing changes in the diagram to represent the 
effects of a change in the composition of the gas supplied. 

tomary to represent diagrammatically the two major 
variables, primary air and "input ," in the perform
ance of appliances. It will be desirable to develop 
this idea more fully than was done in connection 
with figure 1. In figure 2 heat input (1) , expressed 
in Btu per hour, is plotted with respect to primary 
air (P), expressed again as a percentage of total air 
required. Suppose an appliance is adjusted, with 
burner valve wide open, to produce the conditions 
indicated by the point marked Xa when burning gas 
(a) . If the pressure at the orifice is gradually re
duced, by closing the burner value or otherwiso, the 
changing conditions can be represented by a series 
of points along the line N a , which represents the 
"normal injection" of primary air by gas (a) at any 
rate of input. If we partially close the air-shutter, 
the change of conditions will be represented by 
moving vertically downward from point X ". Other 
changes in the appliance itself that will affect gas 
flow or the entrainment of air are easily pictured. 
If we control the entry of both gas and air into the 
burner, it is possible to observe experimentally con
ditions under which flames lift from the ports or 
flash back, become yellow, or liberate carbon 
monoxide. 

The conditions under which these failures occur 
can be separated on the diagram from those under 
which they do not occur by curves such as La, Fa , 
Y a, and Ca. Under all conditions above and to the 
right of the lifting curve La, flames may be expected 
to blow from the ports. Points above and to the 
left of Fa represent, conditions under which flash back 
occurs. Those below Y a represent conditions under 
which yellow tips appear, and those below and to the 
right of Ca represent conditions under which com
bustion is incomplete and carbon moxoxide appears. 

If without changing the pressure or any of the 
mechanical adjustments of the appliances we sub
stitute another gas for (a) , the point on the diagram 
representing the input and type of flame is shifted 
from Xa to another position X, the coordinates of 
which are given by multiplying or dividing, those of 
Xa by the appropriate indexes. 

As a step in preparing a general expression for 
interchangeability, the committee in charge of the 
Mixed Gas R esearch decided to make use of the 
quotient l iP. It was explained that: "Examination 
of this ratio shows that as its value is increased either 
by increasing I or reducing P the tendency will be 
toward incomplete combustion. As the value of 
l iP is lowered, the tendency will be toward faulty 
burner performance as evidenced by noisy operation, 
noisy flame extinction or flashback ." It was not 
stated that increasing tbe value of l iP by increasing 
I and by decreasing P have opposite tendencies so 
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far as lifting is concerned, as can be seen readily from 
the diagram . 

vVhen comparing Lwo gases, 

f f a H ·,,IDa .fl · ... / Da f a H A Da 
P= Pa 'Ha{J5' Aa~D=P:HaAaD' 

M = HA Da/I-IaAaD was called the " index represent
ing change in performance of appliance with varia
tions in heaLing value an d/or specific gravity with no 
appreciable change in combustion characteristics." 
For the usual case, in wh ich heating value is propor 
tional to air req uirement or nearly so, 1\1[ is sub-
stan tially equal to the square of H .vDa/Ha·,/ D and 
has the same significance as a means of judging the 
performance of appli ances. If cases occurred in 
which the proportionality between heating value and 
air required did not hold and there were no compli
cat ions, M should be a sligh tly better index of inter
changeability with respecL to l ifting anel incomplete 
combustion than H~Da/Ha ,/D but no t as good as 
A,IDa/A a,lD. As an index for flashback the re
verse should be Lru e. Actually, however , other 
factors compli cate the problem so mu ch that the 
three indexes, without further modification, are 
equivalent for practical purposes. They show well 
enough the effect of the change of gas supply on the 
hea t inpu t and the primary air ; on the diagram they 
locate the poin t X with respect to the coordinate 
axes. HO'wever, we are often more concerned in 
avoiding the dangerous or disagreeable results of 
lifting, tlashback, andliberaL ion of carbon monoxide 
and soot than wi th the r ate and intensity of heating. 
The danger of enco untering these diffi culties is repre
sented on the diagram by the relation of the point X 
to the several limiting curves, the positions of which 
shift with changes of tbe gas supply typically as 
representing by limiting curves L , F , Y, and C. 
The initial positions of the limiting curves and the 
shifts that occur when the gas is changed depend to 
some extent on the design of the appliances and make 
accurate generalization difficult; but, in any case, ,,,-e 
are concerned with the sum of the shift of point X 
toward the limiting curve and of the curve toward X. 

What has here been explained graphically was 
stated in algebraic form in the Mixed Gas R esearch 
R eport as follows: " . . . The effect of variations 
in chemical composition and superimposed on changes 
in heating value and/or specific gravity co uld be ac
counted for by 

where 
C= index indicating change in performance of 

appliances, and 
K = a factor depending on chemical composi

tion." 
In our diagram (Ka- K ) should be represented by 

the displacement of th e limiting curve. Actually 
the displacements of the several curves are of differ
ent magnitudes and, as will be shown later , appear 
to depend on different functions of composition. In 

the case of nashbackand lifting they are even in op
po ite directions. The imposslbili ty of r epre enting 
these divergen t effects by a ingle expression is the 
reason wIly C, th e general AGA "ind ex in change 
of performance of appliances" , has no t been more 
successful . 

In the attempt to find a sui table function of com
posi tion to represent the changes of limi Ling condi
tions "a large number of expressions were devised 
for K and subsequently discarded" . The final selec
tion, made by a combination of theory and observa
tion, was 

K = HA /5000 EF, 

in which H and A have their previous significance, 
E is th e heat capacity, between 60° and 1,600° F of 
the "theoretical products of combustion" of 1 cu It 
of the gas, and F is the summation of the product of 
th e fraction by volume of each chemical constituen t 
and a cons tan t characteristic of that constit uen t. 
Thi s constan t is propor tional to th e heat capacity of 
the products of com.bustion of the gas divided by the 
velocity of fl am e in a mix ture of the gas with the 
amount of air required for complete combustion. 
For a pure gas [( would implifyto the product of 
heating value, air required for combustion, flame 
velocity, and an arbitrary constan t divided by the 
sq uare of the h eat capaci ty of the products of com
bustion. The h eat capacity of the products of com
bustion is nearly propor t ional to the air required 
and to heating value; hence, these factors tend to 
cancel and to leave the "chemical composition factor" 
roughly propor tional to fl ame veloci ty in a mixture 
of gas with the air requ ired for complete combustion. 
The cancellation is not complete, however , and a 
plQt of K with respect to flame speed only for various 
gases shows a nonlinear relation with con iderable 
scattering. 

In the Knoy formula in terchangeabili ty is judged 
from relative values of (H - 175)/ -f!5 instead of the 
expression H/ ./D previously discussed. The expres
sion was derived by considering the heating value of 
the primary mixtme of gas and air in the burner, 
rather than the ratio of primary air to air required, 
to be the measure of good adjustment. It was fur
ther assumed that the primary m ixture should nor
mally have a heating value of 175 Btu /cu ft and that 
air r equired is proportional to h eating value, an 
assumption previously discussed. For further de
tails of the derivation, the original article should be 
consult ed. 

III. Data Available for the Study of Inter
changeability 

I t was stated in the R epor t of the Mixed Gas 
R esearch that " while certain assumptions have been 
necessary the value of the final formula depends no t 
so much on th e correctness of these assumptions or 
hypotheses as the ·degree to which it satisfactorily 
serves to yield results that are in agreement with 

I those actually obtained by careful experimentatiOl~". 
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With this statement the writer is in complete agree
ment; it applies equally to all formulas that have 
been or may be developed. 

The only data at present available to the author 
that show the results of a sufficiently numerous and 
varied lot of interchanges in enough detail to make 
the empirical evaluation of the formulas satisfactorily 
are those in Bulletin 36 and Research Reports No. 
1l06A, B, C, and D , of the American Gas Assoc. 

In the work reported in Bulletin 36, 18 appliance 
burners were adjusted to burn a "high Btu natural 
gas." Then 23 "supplemental" gases of varied 
types were supplied to the same burners at the same 
pressure and without readjustment of the appliances. 
Most of the supplemental gases were also mixed with 
the adjustment gas to give 25 additional "substitute" 
gases,s making 48 substitutions in all. With each of 
the substitute gases observations were made of lifting, 
flashback, and yellow tips , and the number of burners 
that failed in each respect was recorded. 

Two similar series of observations were made with 
a "high methane natural gas" and a "high inert 
natural gas" as the adjustment gas. The second 
series involved eight supplemental gases and 10 
additional mixtures with the adjustment gas. The 
third series included 14 original substitute gases and 
8 additional mixtures. In all, there were 88 substi tu
tions of another gas for an adjustment gas and, in 
effect, 88 X 18 X 3 = 5,742 observations that an individ
ual appliance did or did not fail with respect to one 
of three limiting conditions when one gas was 
substituted for another. 

The tests recorded in Research Reports 1l06-A, B, 
C, and D were similar but much more extensive. 
The number of appliance burners was increased to 28. 
There were six adjustment gases that were compared 
with 98 , 65, 57, 72 , 94, and 13 substitute gases, of 
which 29, 30, 23, 27, 33, and 13, r espectively, were 
unmixed supplemental gases. Instead of giving each 
appliance a single adjustm!'lnt, supplying all gases at 
a single pressure, and reporting only one degree of 
failure with respect to three limiting conditions, ap
pliances were given three successive adjustments, 
and supplied with gas at three different pressures; 
and failures were recorded for four limiting condi
tions. Moreover, the degree of failure with respect 
to ~ifting and yellow tips was recorded in two cate
gones. 

, The term "supplemental" gas reDects the principal purpose of tbe AOA 
investigation, which was to determine to wbat extent gas from tbe regular so urce 
of supply (tbe adjustment gas) could be supplemented wben n ecessary with gas' f 
different cb"racteristics from another source. The term will be retained to 
distinguish gas of the second type from its mixtures with tbe adjustment gas, 
marle to determine how much of tbe supplemental gas could be used. Exce t 
wben this distinction is to be made, both the supplemental gases and their mix· 
tures will continue to be referred to as "substitute" gases, meaning, merely th It 
tbey are the gases substituted for tbe adjustment gas after the appliances were 
adjusted. In Research Report 1106. the adjustment gases are given numbers less 
than 10. Supplemental gases are numbered from 11 upward. Their mixtures 
with tbe adjustment gases were indicated by the percentage of tbe supplemental 
gas in tbe mixtnre. No numbers were assigned to the gases in Bulletin 36, but it 
will be convenient in mentioning individual gases to u se the same system, 
numbering the adjustment gases 1, 2, and 3, and tbe supplemental gases 11 to 37 
in the order in which tbey appear in the tables sbowing tbe results of experiments. 
Combining the numbers witb a letter, N (for natural gas) for tbose given in 
Bulletin 36, or A, B, C, or D for thc various sections of R eport 1106 permits 
unambiguous reference to anyone of tbe large num bel'S of gases u sed or to auy 
observation recorded during the study. 'I'bus, N3- 12-60 reprcsents tbe compari· 
son of the third adjustment gas referred to in Bulletin 36 with a mixture of 60 
percent of supplemental gas 12 witb 40 percent of adjustment gas3 . B2represents 
tbe adjustmen t gas 2 used in tbe tests recorded in Section B of Researcb Report 
1106, and Al-l!)-20 represents a mixture containing 20 percent of gas 19 and 80 
percent of gas I, as recorded in Research Report 110B-A. 

In order to specify the kind of adjustment given 
appliances and the extent of the failures observed, 
flame characteristics were given the following desig
nations: 
- 5 flames: Distinct yellow in outer mantles, or large 

volumes of luminous yellow tips on in
ner cones. Flames deposit soot on 
impingement. 

- 4 flames: Slight yellow streaming in the outer 
mantles, or yellow fringes on tops of 
inner cones. Flames deposit no soot 
on impingement. 

- 3 flames: Inner cones broken at top, lazy wavering 
flames. 

-2 flames: Faint inner cone. 
- 1 flames: Inner cone visible, very soft tips. ° flames: Inner cones rounded, soft tips. 
+ 1 flames: Inner cones and tips distinct. 
+ 2 flames: Inner cones distinct and pointed. 
+ 3 flames: Short inner cones, flames may be noisy. 
+ 4 flames: Flames tend to lift from ports, but be-

come stable after short period of oper
ation. 

+ 5 flames: Flames lifting from ports, ""ith no flame 
on 25 percent or more of the ports. 

FB: Flames flash back through the ports. 
Observations were made with appliances that had 

been adjusted to have flames of the types - 2, 0, and 
+ 2. All of these are within the range of what we 
would normally consider good adjustment. Actually, 
in any large number of homes the range of appliance 
adjustment will be found to include many cases of -3 
and + 3 flames and some - 4 and + 4 flames. The 
pressures employed were 2.5 , 5, and 7.5 in. of water 
column, a range that is to be encountered in most 
localities. These pressures are referred to, resprc
tively, as 0.5 normal , normal, and 1.5 normal. With 
some appliances when testing for completeness of 
combustion, the maximum pressure employed was 
6.25 in. of water column (1.25 normal). 

It may be helpful to represent these conditions of 
adjustment on the conventional diagram. If we de
fine our limit of operation with respect to lifting as 
that at which flames lift from 25 percent of the ports 
and our yellow tip limi t as that at which flames pass 
from the - 4 to the - 5 classification and assume that 
equal ranges in the percentage of primary air are rep
resented by each of the specied flame characteristics, 
the initial adjustments of the appliances would be 
as shown in figure 3. Each short, heavy line repre
sents one set of conditions of pressure and adjustment 
with the adjustment gas. 

It is the main purpose of this paper to show to 
what extent the proposed indexes of interchange
ability will serve to predict what will happen when a 
gas supply is changed in a city with the usual range 
of pressures and existing appliance adjustments. As 
none of the initial conditions of pressure and adjust
ment employed in the AGA investigation are to be 
considered unusual, they will be treated alike in the 
statistical use of the information. Thus, if one burner 
flashed back under two conditions of adjustment and 
at each of two pressures, it will be recorded as four 
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F WUHE 3. Initial adjustments of appliances in expeTiments 
desCTibed in Report 1106, as they would appear on the con
ventional diagram for a typical appliance. 

failures just as though four burners had flashed back 
under one condition. 

In the course of the experimental work it was found 
that certain appliances were much more prone to 
failures of certain types than other applian?es. !iVhen 
several of these had been tested wlthout failure lt was 
considered unnecessary to test the other. The num~ 
bel' of appliances tested, as well as th e number of 
failures i scrupulously recorded; but for the purpose of 
this paper, no use can be made o! the numb.er of 
burners tested. Only the number of recorded failure 
will be used . In most cases this is probably the same 
number that would have been found had all the appli
ances been tested, but it is not necessarily so, and in 
some cases it is rather certainly not true. Had the 
purpose of the AGA inv~stigation beel~ ~o te:st ~xisting 
or fuLure formulas for mterchangeabillty, lt lS prob
able that enough appliances would have been. t.ested 
with each o-as to make Celtam that no further failures 
would occ~r with th e others; but the primary purpose 
seems to have been to establish tl e amount of "sup
plemental" gas that can be mixed with the ?a~e ga~ 
normally delivered without exceedmg the limIts of 
practical interchangeability. For this purpose, it "vas 
sufficient to know that so large a number of applI
ances had failed that the gas could not be considered 
even to approach interchangeability whatever the ul!-
tested burners might have done. The result of thls 
variation in the number of appliances tested will be 
discussed later in connection with the application of 
the data. 

IV. Derivation of a New Index to Represent 
Lifting 

As explained in the introduction, the present 
attempt to derive improved formulas for represent
ing the effects of changing the gas supplied to an 
appliance began with a combination of the two quan-

tItles represented by (S) and HI D, later changed 
to AI.,jD, to predict lifting and fla~h back. 

The derivation of (S), a coefficlent mtended to 
represent the approximate maximum velocity with 
which flame will travel in any mixture of the gas 
with air, is not fully explained in Circular 405 and 
has been changed a little. There are many obstacles 
in the way of computing flame speed siJ?ply and 
accurately' to avoid this several assumptIOns have 
been mad~. As the result is to be judged by the 
success of its application, no attempt will be made to 
justify them in detail. The priJ?cip~1 a~sumption 
is that the maximum flame veloClty m mlxtures of 
two fuel gases is a linear function of the volumes 
obtained by adding to each gas in the mixture .the 
volume of air required for its complete combustIOn. 
The assumptions made lead to the method for the 
calculation of (S) which follows: 

S 
aFa+ bFb+cFe· .. 
A+5Z-18.8Q+ I' 

in which a, b, c, .. . are the fractions by volume 
of variolls combustible const ituents of the fuel gas, 
Fa, Fb , Fe, . . . arc corresponding values of t he 
coefficient Flisted in table 1, 1 has Its usual meanmg, 
the volume of air required to burn one volume of 
gas, alld Z and Q are, reSl?ectively, the f.ra~tion by 
volume of inert gases, clucHy carbon dIOXld~ and 
nitrogen, and of oxygen in tJ:e fuel.. ~? obtam ~he 
factor F the recorded maXImum IgmtIOn VelOCIty 
in mi;tur~s of the combustible with air was expressed 
as a percentage of the maximum. ignition velocity 
of hydrogen with air and multiplIed by 1 plus the 
number of cubic feet of air req llired to burn 1 cu ft 
of the o·as. The coefficient 5, by which the fraction 
of inert constituents in the gas mixture is multiplied, 
i larger than corresponds to the volume of inert as 
a fraction of ultimate products of combustion. The 
coefficient was obtained in trying to fit the formula 
to the results of appliance tests. It may be ex
plained in part on the ground that usually we are 

TABLE 1. . P roperties of gases 1Lsed in c?mp1~ting interchange
ability by the methods proposed m th~s paper 

Gas Chemical 
formula 

n. . Air 1'e- Fla me 
Iotal SpecIfic Quired speed 

heatmg grav Ity, to burn factor 
vaJue, II D A ' F a ' 

---------1-----1------.---
Carbon monoxide. ______ Co __ . ___ . 31,\.3 0.97 2.39 61 
Hydrogen .. _. _. _________ H,_. _. ___ . 318.5 .07 2.39 339 
M ethan e __ .. __ . _______ __ Cll •. _. ___ . 994.1 .55 9.55 148 
Ethane __________________ C,ll, .. ___ . 1757 1.04 16.71 ~01 
Propane _________________ C,ll, .. ___ . 2535 1.56 23.87 398 

Butane C.HiO. ___ . 3330 2.09 31. 03 513 
Ethylene::::: :::::::: ::: C,H. _. ___ . J572 0.97 14.32 454 
Propylene .. __ .. ___ .. _. __ C,13, .. ___ . 2337 I. 45 21.48 674 
Acetylene .. _. _. _ .. ____ ._ C,H, .. ___ . 1464 0.91 11. 93 776 
Benzene _________________ C,13, .. ___ . 3700 2.70 35. 79 920 

Atmospheric nitrogen . __ N2 ________ 0.97 
Carbon dioxide. __ . ____ ._ C02._. ___ . 1. 53 
Oxygen _____ __ . __ . ____ ._ 0 , __ . _. ___ . 1.11 (-4.78) 
Ai r . ____ _____ __ ___ _____ __ 

------------ 1.00 

.F~ (A+ll S, where A+l is the nnmber of cubic feet .occupied by a mixture 
of l cu ft of gas with enough air for its complete combnstlOn, and S I.S tbe speed 
of f1 ame in such a mixture in percentage of the speed in the cOl'I'cspondlng mlxture 
of h ydrogeu and air. 
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really concerned with primary mixtures in the burn
ers containing much less air than is required for 
complete combustion, so that inert in the gas con
stitutes a larger fraction of the total in the primary 
mixture than in a mixture containing all the air 
required for combustion. Partly it may result 
from the fact that we are usually working on a steep 
portion of the curve representing the relation of 
flame velocity to primary ail', where the effect of 
added diluent is excessive. The factor for oxygen 
simply cancels as much nitrogen as is contained in 
an equivalent volume of air. 

The two limits of appliance operation under con
sideration, lifting and flash back, are more closely 
related to the chemical reactions involved in com
bustion with primary and secondary air than to the 
quantity of heat liberated, and it is therefore more 
direct and may be more accurate to consider AI {l5 
rather than HI..[J5 as the major variable. To be 
consistent, the abscissa of a diagram such as figure 1 
should be changed to represent the total volume of 
air required to burn the volume of gas supplied to 
the appliance rather than the "heat input". When 
nothing but the supply of gas is changed, the point 
X, determined by the previous mechanical adjust
ment of the appliance, will then follow accurately 
a reciprocal curve (i. e., the product of ordinate and 
abscissa is constant) instead of following such a 
curve only approximately. The principal reason 
for using HI D originally, that the heating value 
of a prospective gas supply is often known when its 
composition is not, is no longer of importance since 
(8) cannot be computed unless the composition is 
known. 

In order to find an experimental relation between 
8 and AI -J D, it was necessary to consider the resul ts 
of determining the lifting curves of a single appliance 
with each of a large number of gases. For this pur
pose AGA Report 847 [3] supplied the necessary 
data. The curves in Report 847 that repi'esent the 
conditions under which lifting occurs with a given 
test burner have been replotted in figure 4, with the 
volume of air required to burn all the gas supplied 
to the appliance as abscissa in place of heat inpu t. 
Curves lettered A through P represent the lifting 
limits for gases identified by the same letters in 
Report 847 . A reciprocal curve, Y, has been drawn 
to represent a fixed mechanical adj ustment of an 
appliance, the condition assumed to exist in the 
definition of interchangeability. The fact that this 
adjustment remains unchanged gives us definite rela
tions between gas and primary air, so that either can 
represent both when dealing with a third variable, 
such as flame speed (8) . The intersection of Y with 
the lifting curve of one of the gases represents the 
flow of gas and primary air that would just produce 
incipient lifting if it occUlTed, not the flow that 
actually occurs. The difference between the two is 
the margin of safety against lifting. Hence, if we 
can determine a relation between (8) and one of the 
coordinates of the intersection of Y with the lifting 
curve, we will b e in position to express the hazard of 
lifting quantitatively. 
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FIGURE 4. Lifting curves oj AGA Report 81;.7 replotted with 
rate of flow oj primary air as abscissa. 

Cur ves Y and Z represent constant mechanical adjustments. 

The primary air at which lifting occurs with the 
adjustment represented by Y is plotted with respect 
to flame-speed (8) by the open circles of figure 5. 
A straight line through the origin (the origin is not 
on the figure) represents the results about as well as 
they can be represented by any simple relation. To 
show the effect of a different adjustment of the appli
ance and to include the natural gases, another 
reciprocal curve (Z) has been drawn in figure 4 . Its 
construction and significance are the same as those 
of (Y), except that a very different mechanical ad
justment of the appliance is represented. The inter
sections of curve Z with the various lifting curves 
are sho'wn on figure 5 by solid dots, which scatter 
rather widely from the simplerelation of direct propor
tionality between (8) and the percentage of primary 
air at which lifting occurs, represented by the broken 
line. Apparently they could be better represented 
by such a curve as the unbroken one. 

It is our purpose, if possible, to choose a relation
ship through which interchangeability of . various 
gases with respect to lifting can be represented by a 
single formula. If a different relation exists between 
the properties of the gases and the performance of a 
single appliance after a change of the size of orifice 
and perhaps of the primary air openings, we would 
wish to base our formula on the conditions most 
nearly representative of those existing in service. 
For the most numerous group of gases, this is 
undoubtedly the condition of adjustment represented 
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by (Y) rath er than by (Z ). W e do no t often en
counter in practice an appliance taking througll the 
burner more than 100 percent of th e air required 
for combustion, nor one with so Iow an input rating 
as 1,450 Btu per hour per square inch of port area, 
the greatest input with adjustment Z of any except 
the natmal gases. It is not quite certain that the 
curvature of the solid curve is not the result of 
inaccuracies in eit her the values of (8 ) or of the 
positions of the liftin c; curves intersected by line (Z). 
The extr em e ends of such curves are ordinarily of 
little interest and are determined only with consider
able difficulty. The displacement to the right of the 
points at the upper end of the curve may also be 
explained by the fact that , as the percentage of 
primary air increases beyond that at which flame 
speed is a maximum, additional air slows down 
instead of accelerating the ignition velocity. A line 
drawn through the approximate average of points 
representing the more rapidly burning gases and the 
slow-burning natural gases passes close to the origin. 
Finally, th e range of compositions covered by curve 
(Z ) is much greater than th e range of practical inter
ch angeability, and our formulas need cover only 
ranges within which interchange can generally be 
made. For all these reasons, as well as for simplicity, 
it was decided to represent practical interchange
ability by direct proportionality between (S ) and 
th e fraction of primary air at which lifting occurs. 

An addi tional l'eason for thi choice appears when 
we consider li fting, no t among a ppliances supplied 
at con tant pressure and without mechanical adjust
men t of any kind, but among those in which desired 
rates of h eating are set at th e Lime of use by m ean 
of th e burn er valve. They include top burners and 
broilers of cooking appliances and a m ajori ty of space 
h eaters . 'With th ese appliances we h ave to cons ider 
whether lifting will occur at the maximum desired 
rate of heat input, which may b e considered constan t. 
To obtain an approximate answer to the problem, 
th e lines representing a constant input of 4,000 B tu 
per hour per square inch of port area were drawn on 
the original figures of R eport 847, and their in ter
sections were plotted in figure 6. An approximat ion 
to proportionality between (S) and th e fraction of 
th e air that passes through th e burner when lifting 
occurs is again apparent . 

Expressing this proport ional r elation in terms of 
our symbols for gas proper ties , 

S = lc.[J5/A or AS/ , I D= Ie , 

in which Ie is a cons tan t representing a cha racLeristic 
of th e appliance independen t of th e gas s upplied to 
it , If we u e let ters with the subscript (a) to repre
sent proper ties of the gas with which th e appliance 
was adju s ted and let ter s without subscript to repre
sen t any other gas, exact interchangeabiliLy would be 
indica Led if 

and the degree of departure from exact interchange
abili ty is indica ted by the coefficient AS,iDa/AaSa-Y D 
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which, in conformity with AGA phraseology, may 
be called an index of interchangeability with respect 
to lifting. It will be designated J L - 1 to distinguish 
it from the corresponding AGA index h and from a 
modification to be designated J L . 

The merits of the new index were first tested by 
plotting SISa with respect to A..jDa/Aa..jD for the 
gases described in the Anthes Report. The result 
was figure 7. 

The Anthes report was a preliminary condensation 
of Research Report 1l06A and did not state the num
ber or extent of failures (whether + 4 or + 5 flames) 
of appliances but only whether the unmixed supple
mentary gas was or was not considered by the inves
tigators to be interchangeable with respect to each 
limiting condition, and, if not, what percentage of it 
could be mixed with the adjustment gas. 

H the new index accurately indicates the behavior 
of all appliances, then in such a plot as figure 7, the 
points representing any number of gases that are 
identical ("exactly interchangeable" among them
selves) in their tendency to lift should lie on a 
reciprocal curve representing a constant value of the 
index. Such a curve is, of course, determined by any 

. one point. The points representing every gas more 
susceptible to lifting should lie on one side of the 
curve, and those representing gases less susceptible 
to lifting should lie on the other side. In figure 7, all 
supplemental gases that were reported as inter
changeable with the adjustment gas with respect to 
lifting are represented by circles . All supplemental 
gases reported not interchangeable are represented by 
crosses. The adjustment gas itself is represented by 
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FIGURE 7. Observations of lifting and committee's estimates of 
limiting mixtures as recorded in the Anthes R eport. 

(+) represents gases considered not interchangeable because of liftin g: (0 ) gases 
that were interchangeable, and (L) limiting mixtures . 

two concentric circles. As it could be assumed that 
any mixture of a supplemental gas with the adjust
ment gas ~ould be interchangeable with the latter if 
the supplemental gas was itself interchangeable, the 
"limiting mixtures" , the determination of which 
involved only conditions other than lifting were also 
represented by circles. When lifting was mentioned 
as one of the conditions that made the substitute gas 
noninterchangeable, the properties of the mixture 
regarded as "limiting" are represented by L. Points 
representing limiting mixtures should fall near to but 
on the safe side of a curve separating the gases which 
gave trouble from those which did not. Since lifting 
was the only limiting condition with five of the 
original substitute gases and was only one of two or 
more limiting conditions with the others, it should 
not be surprising to find that some of the limits were 
determined primarily by other factors , and that they 
are well on the safe side with respect to lifting. 

Had some of the appliances been adjusted initially 
to incipient lifting, the curve separating the inter
changeable from the noninterchangeable gases should 
have passed through or very close to the concentric 
circles that represent the adjustment gas. 

It can be seen at a glance that, so far as this set of 
data is concerned, the index is in almost exact agree
ment with the reported observations. When the 
observations reported in Bulletin 36 were plotted in 
the same manner, the agreement with the formula 
was much less satisfactory. In Bulletin 36 the num
ber of appliances that showed lifting with each gas 
was given. Figures 8 to 10, representing the result of 
substitutions for each of the three adjustment gases, 
are like figure 7 except for a change of scale and the 
substitution of the number of appliances that failed 
for the crosses of the~earlier figure. Had the index 
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FIGURE 9. Observed lifting afte)' appliances were adjusted with 
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From B ulJetjn 36. 

perfectly represented the observations in this case, 
not only should all zeros have fallen on one side of a 
single reciprocal curve and all other numbers on the 
other side, but of two number the greater should 
always have been farther from the curve. 
. I.nspection sho~ed that of the gases that produced 

hftmg moye ~'eadily than would have been predicted 
from thelr mdexes, a large proportion contained 
butane and air. In cases in which air is present its 
amount is, of cour e, subtracted from the volume 
needed to burn the fuel portion when the "air re
quired for complete combustion" is computed. 
With an appliance injecting just this amount of air 
the sum of the air injected and that already in the 
gas IS the correct amount needed to meet the chemi
cal requirements of combustion. However, few 
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FIG URE 10. Observed lifting after appliances were adjusted with 
"high inert" natural gas. 

From Bulletin 36. 
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appliances are used with 100 percent of primary air , 
Wi th a .slow-burning gas, such ~s .natural gas or 
butane, It IS not uncommon for hftmg to beo-in at 
25 to 30 percent of primary air and, as fail~lre is 
judged by the appearance of lifting from any of the 
burners under ob ervation, it is with the lowest 
limits of lifting that we are really concerned. At 
th.ese lo~ percentages of primary air, the primary 
mIxture IS not correctly accounted for by the formula. 
Fo~ e.xamp~e, if a butane-air mixture of 1,000 Btu/cu 
ft m]ects JU t 100 percent of the "air required" 
about 8 percent of. the air in the primary mixtur~ 
:I~ters the burner WIth tl~e gas, and only 92 percent is 
mJ ected. If the burner IS now adjusted to take "25 
percent of the air required", the air injected is 
actually 25 percent of 92 percent, or 23 percent of 
that needed to burn the fuel, but 8 percent enters 
with the gas, making a total of 31 percent instead of 
the 25 percent indicated by formula. The error 
involved in ignoring the oxygen in the gas is great 
enough to .make a big ~ifference in the usable gas 
rate, as w~ll b: .appreciated after a glance at the 
gently slop.mg.11ftm~ cu!'ves at the bottom of figure 4. 

From thIS dlscusslOn It appears that a correction to 
the i~dex for lifting may be needed when the gas 
con tams much oxygen. An inspectioll of the data 
indicated that the trouble with the formula would be 
r~d,!ced if the val~e of A / ..j15 for each gas is mul
tlphed by the fmctlOll by volume of all constituents 
of the gas except oxygen . The index for lifting is 
then conveniently written 

where Q is the percentage by volume of oxygen III 

the gas. 
To test the application of J L , values of [A..JDa 

(lOO-Q) ]/[Aa..jD(lOO-Qa) ] have been plotted with 
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f 
respect to S /Sa for the data reported in Research 
R eport 1106- A in figure 11 , and for the da ta of 
Bulletin 36 in figure 12. In figure 11 , substitu te 
gases tha t showed any + 5 flames are marked + 
and those that produced +4 flames only are marked 
X. This seemed more informative than entering 
the number of "failures" of either type. The solid 
reciprocal curve represen ts the average values of 
J L for the mixtures consid tlred " limiting" by the 
AGA commit tee in charge of the investigation. The 
broken line represen ts the presen t writer 's judgment 
of a limiting value for the index in this case. Two 
points marked X are underscored. They will be 
referred to later in a discussion of the reliability of 
the data. 

In figure 12 the three plo ts corresponding to figures 
8 to 11 have been superimposed . Dots have been 
placed b elow numbers represen ting observations 
m ade wi th "high m ethane" nat ural gas and above 
numbers represen ting "high inert" gas. The numbers 
representing adjustments with "high Btu" gas are 
without dots. The horizontal scale is the same for 
th e three sets of da ta; the ver tical scale has been 
shifted to bring th c curves drawn to represen t the 
limits of in terchangeability into coincidence a t the 
abscissa S /Sa= 1. One of the more interesting things 
about the figure is that it shows ra ther clearly the 
different margins between lifting and the adjustments 
with the three differen t adjustment gases. 

It m ay be of interest to compare the form of t he 
new index J L with the AGA index for lifting I L , which 
is defined in Bulletin 36 by the equation 

in which subscrip ts a and 8 represcn t proper ties of 
"adjustm en t" gas and "substitu te" gas, respectively , 
and ' 

K s= Fs/Ds 

f s= 1000 ,!JJs/H, 

as= 100A s/Hs 

Fs= FGs 

where A , H , and D have th e same significance 
given them throughout this paper , bu t Fa and Fs are 
ob tained as summations of the products of the frac
tions by volume of each constituen t G of the gas 
mixt ures and a factor F, called the "lifting constant" 
of the constituen t . The constant F was chosen 
cmpirically from a consideration of lifting curves, 
no t of flame velocities, and is based on the effect of 
unit m ass of each constituent of the gas mixture, 
which is the reason for the appearance of specific 
gravity in the denominator of the expression defining 
.K. For fur ther details of the derivation of h , Bulle
tin 36 must b e consul ted. 

In _coiliparing the new index, J L , with h it is firs t to 
be ildteeJi''th iLt one decreases while the other increases 
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FIGU RE 12. Observations of lifting with appliances adjusted 
for natural gases Tecorded in B ulletin 36. 

Value of J A modifi ed to take account of ox ygen in t be gas. 

with increasing tendency of t he gas to cause lift
ing. This amOllllts to saying that As.ff5;)AaSa~ D 
corresponds more nearly to the reciprocal of I L , 

which we may write 

~=~s {iaa,_~ log f a}_ 
I L K a i ,aa K s f s 

M aking the various substi tu tions indicated above, 
simplifying, and dropping the subscript (8) as in the 
remainder of t his paper 

~=KA{J5. {1 -~ log H ,IDa}_ 
h K aAa-v D K a Ha~D 

The term l /K a log H -V Da/Ha~D is found to be 
rather small in most cases. If we neglect it for the 
moment and assume that values of K are propor
tional to valu es of S in index J L _ i one index becomes 
th e reciprocal of the other. Next we should not e 
that h contains no term relating specifically to 
oxygen , but as this is rarely an important consti tuen t 
of a gas, t he omission is relatively unimportant. 

As K and S are derived in very differ ent ways from 
observations of differen t kinds, no theoretical rela
tion between t hem can be stated . A comparison was 
made by plot ting wi th respect to each other their 
numerical values for the experimental gases described 
in Bulletin 36 anel R eport 1l06- A. The assumed 
proportionality was no t closely approximated ; never
theless there is a general agreemen t as to the nature 
of the index needed to represent lifting, with the 
principaJ differ ence appearing in the valu es and 
methods of determining constants that are essentially 
similar functions of flame velocity. 
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v. Selection of the Best Index of Inter
change ability for Lifting 

Figures 11 and 12 give a good general picture 
both of the agreem ent of J L with observations and 
of the rela tions between the functions of composi
tion of gas mixtures from which the index was 
derived but they do no t permit ready comparison 
of J L \~i th IL or oth er indexes for predicting lifting 
based on differen t properties of the gases involve~. 
Accordingly, the data of fi gure 11 are plotted m 
still a different ma nner in figures 13 and 14. In 
figure 13, the lift ing index JL for each substi tu.te gas 
is plotted with r esp ect to the number of apphances 
for which any lifting (+4 or t5 ii.ames) was re
corded. In figure 14, the abscIssa IS the nwnber 
of burners wi th + 5 flames only . The average md ex 
of limiting mixt ures in each figure and the sugg:ested 
limi t of intel'changeabili ty correspond, respectIvely, 
to the solid and the do tted reciprocal curves of 
figure 11. Arrows at the edges of the fi gures in
dicate th e direc tion of points off the figure, the 
inclusion of which would have Ulm ecessarily re
duced the scale used . E ach of the two asterisks in 
the flgLUCS repre en ts a subst it ute gas with which a 
single + 4 flame was recorded. Thcsc poin ts in
dicate the same gases (Al- 32- 90 . and Al - 32- 55) 
that were represented by underlined X in figure 1] . 
They appear to b e qui te anomalou s; at least we 
should expect the gas represen ted by the lower 
poin t to produce many + 5 flames. When the 
observations made with these two gases are plotted 
with respect to oth er fun ct ions of composition , h , 
AGA index 0, Knoy Index 0, J H , J A , the ratio of 
hydrogen to iner t in the gas and to the observed 
adj ustmen ts of the Rochester Burner that produ ced 
lifting, they appear to be a~ ~11uch out of li~e as th e} 
are III figures 13 and 14. Ihey a re also hIghly Im
proba ble merely when compared wi th the oth er 
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observations of mixtures wi th the same supple
men tal gas (A- 32). This gas undilu ted showed 7] 
cases of lifting, of which 55 were recorded as + 5 
fl ames, and the mixture of 40 p ercen t of the ga 
with 60 percen t of adjustmen t gas A- I caused n ine 
cases of + 4 flames, but the anom alous mixtures 
con taining 90 and 55 percen t, respectively, of ga 
A- 32 showed only one case of + 4 flam es each . 
F or these r easons i t seem ed desirable to omi t these 
two gases from all compariso ns between the various 
ind exes. 

In electing the limits of mixing of supplemental 
with adjustmen t gases, the AGA commi ttee per
mi tted some + 4 flames and even a few + 5 flames. 
T aking the first gas substit uted, A1- 11 as an ex
ample, the commi ttee decided that a mixture con
taining 30 pOl'cen t of the supplemen tal gas was to be 
considered interchangea ble wi th the adj ustmen t gas, 
al though it was recorded as having produced four + 5 
and two + 4 fl ames. The number of cases of serious 
lifting (+ 5 flames) therefore scems to be a mOre 
practical as well as an easier bas is on which to com
pare various indexes than the number of cases of 
both + 4 and + 5 flames. H ell ce, only the more 
serious type of lifting will be included in most of the 
comparisons that follow. 

In fi gure 15, lifting is plotted with respect to th e 
AGA index for lifting, I L . In figure 16, the same 
comparison is mad e wi th th e AGA general index of 
in terchangeabili ty, O. P lots of the same kind were 
made for the Knoy index, for the ratio of hydrogen 
to iner t, which is regard ed as a gen eral index of 
in terchangeability by some operators, for several 
other functions of composition , and for comparisons. 
of appliance burners wi th the R ochester test burner . 
The observations made after adjusting applian ces 
wi th the other adj ustment gases were treated in the 
sam e way . Then similar plo ts were made of t he 
resul ts or" observations "of th e other types of appliance 
failure. In all , more than 100 plots were made to· 
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FIGURE 15. Number of cases of serious l~rting (+5 flam es) 
compal'ed with AGA Index h. 

Data from Re;::ort l106A. 

show th e frequency of appliance failure of one kin~ 
or another in relation to some computed or expen
mental means of predicting failure. 

Some of the plots resulted in no.thing of intere.st, 
but to reproduce all those that dId would reqlllre 
too much space and would be more confus~ng than 
helpful. Some time~ it is har4 to determme from 
casual inspection whlCh of two rndexes better r~p.re
sents the observations. A method of summanzmg 
in numerical form the information available from one 
of the figures is needed. The method devised will 
be explained with the aid ~f figure 17, a.ssumed to 
represent a simple hypothetIcal case .. It IS assumed 
that five gases, A to E were. tested wl~h the results 
indicated in the figure, that IS one ~pp~Jance showed 
lifting with gas A , two with gas B , SIX WIth gas E , etc. 

FIGURE 16. Number of cases of serious lifting (+5 flames) 
compared with AGA Index C. 

Data Irom Report 1I06A. 
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FIG URE 17. Figure representing the hypothetical case used. to 
explain the method of " S1trnmations" employed for companng 
various indexes. 

We should expect the least appliance failures from 
C because it has the highest index JL , and the most 
fdilures from D with the lowest index. Table 2 is 
prepared to show the exceptions to the pre~ictions 
that would be made from a knowledge of the ll1dexes. 
In the column headed "summation A", one is entered 
for each gas with which lifting was rec~rded. less 
frequently than with one or more gases havll1g hIgher 
values of the index. In the case of each of these 
mixtures the number of mixtures of higher index 
that produced lifting more frequently i~, noted n:nd 
added together in the column headed summatIOn 
B." From the total number of cases of obs.erved 
lifting with the mixtures indicated in sum~atIOn. B 
is subtracted the total number of cases occurrll1g WIth 
the mLxtures indicated in summation A. This &,ives 
"summation e" which is the total number of tImes 
lifting was obs~rved from any appliance with any 
gas when it would.n?t be ~xpected to occur from the 
known extent of hftmg WIth each of the other gases 
and the relative values of the indexes for the two gases. 

The summations are easily made from the plotte.d 
data with the aid of a piece of transparent plastlC 

TABLE 2.- l-JypotheticaZ case showing application of method 
of summation from figure 

Gas with which other 
gase" are compared 

Aa 

Summation 

B c 

1 I 
1 2 

A .. . .•. ..•........•. ___ ~ 
B __ .. __________________ 0 

0 0 
I I 

C__ ____________________ 1 
D ------------ --- ----- 0 

0 0 E _________ ___ _____ ____________ 1 _______ 1 _ ___ _ 

Total __ __ ___ . ______ 1 

• Summntion A repTesents the number of times we would be in eTTOT if we predicted, 
from their indeus, whether each uas mixture w~"ld cause lifting 'flth mor, appliances 
than would occur with any other one gas mIxture. Summa,tlOn B represents the 
number of times we would be in error if we predicted from the mdex whether each ga. 
mixture would cause more frequent lifting than each of the othe~ gas mu;tures. S?1m
mation Crepresents the number 0/ case .. i.n whkh we would be In error'fw~ predIcted 
whether each appliance would show lifting u'lth each ga8 from a compaTlson Of the 
index for that vas with the index for each other ga8. 
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with one right angle, the apex of which is succes
sively placed on each of the plotted points as r epre
sented by dotted Ii nes in figure 17 . The numbers to 
b e entered in each summation are then easily 
counted. In detai] , mixture A has a lower value of 
J L than mixtu1'e C, but eaused lifting of two less 
appliances . H ence we enter 1 in summation A, 
one in summation B, and 2 in summation C. Mix
ture B has a lower value of the index than either C or 
E , hence 1 is added to summation A, and 2 to sum
m ation B. One more appliance lifted with C than 
with B and foul' more with E than with B, hence the 
t otal , 5, is entered in summation C. There were 
less failures with gas C than with any gas of lower 
index not already compared with it ; hell ce there are 
no exceptions to the rule and nothing to enter in any 
of the summations. Mixture D has a lower value 
of the index than E , and one less appliance showed 
lifting with it than with E , hence 1 is added to sum
mations A, B , and C. 

The application of this method of descript ive sum
mation to comparisons between ind exes for other 
limi ting cond i tions and the experimental observa
t ions should now be understandabl e. If the sum
mat ion for one ind ex results in smaller numbers than 
for another , the first is the better index because 
t here are less exceptions to the precii ctions that can 
be mad e from its use. 

The summations of observatio ns mad e after ad
justment with gas A l 1'01' several indexes are shown 
in table 3. The data are confined to tbe ga es for 
whi ch I I. was gi\Ten. The last seri es of numbers in 
th e table, designated " possible", l'eq uires explana
tion . The AGA lift ing ind ex was gi ven for 70 gases. 
If the one with th e highest index bad produced the 
most cases of lifting , the other 69 would have to be 
en ter ed in summation A, and this in spi te of the fact 
that the remainder of the observation m igh t have 
been in perfect order. H ence summation A is no t 
very slgnlficant. Summation B is prepared, in dfect, 
by comparing the tes ts of each of the 70 gases with 
the tests of each of the remaining 69 gases, making 
a total of 70 X 69 j2= 2,415 comparisons. When there 
is a r eversal of the anticipated relation, a unit is 
enterec\ in summation B . Had all comparisons re
sulted in reversals, the fact would have represented 
a perfect inverse correlation beLween index and ob
servation, that is a correlation tbat varied in the 
direction opposite to that anticipated. Had there 
been no correlation between the index and the num
bcr of appliance failures, we should expect about 
half this number in summation B. There were nine 
combinations of adjustment of each of 28 appli
ances, hence the possibility that in anyone of the 
2,415 possible reversals there would be 9 X 28 = 252 
more failmes with one gas than with the other. But 
this maximum difference could have existed in the 
maximum number of cases only had the gases been 
divided into a group each number of which pro
duced 252 failures and an equal group that produced 
no failures. Comparisons between numbers of the 
same group would show no differences. The maxi
mum number that could appear in summation C is 

35 X 35 X 252 = 308,700, but this aO'a in co uld oceur 
only if ther e were complete reyersaf of the predicted 
relation of index to appliance failures, as well as 
arrangement in two extreme gro ups. The number 
of failures that would have appeared in summation 
C had there b een no correlation between the index 
and appliance failure cannot be stated, because it 
depends greatly on the distribution of tendencies to 
lift among the appliances used, but it is of the order 
of magnitude of 105. 

Table 3 shows that there is a strong correlation 
with the numerical value of the index even in t he 
case of the worst one, which is AGA index C. , iVe 
see at once that the number of times we would fail 
to predict lif ting on individual appliances by the 
use of I L , J L , or J L - 1 , indexes designed to show the 
tendency to lift only] is an order of magnitude les 
than the number of times we would fail when using 
any of the single expressions design ed to show gen
eral interchangeability, except the ratio of hydrogen 
to inert whi ch ] for this set of daLa, is about as good 
as h . Index J L is shown to be much better than h 
so far as this set of data is concerned, and the advan-

T AB LE 3. mnmations showing the application of various 
indexes to obseTvations of lifting made after adjust'ing aP1J/i
ances with gas A1. 

(O nl y +5 fl ames and cases far w hich h i~ ~ivcn are includ ed. Te.sts AI·32·90 
and A 1·32·55 om itted ). 

Su mmation 
Index 

A ]3 c 
---------------- 1----

J L _____ . _____________ .__ 14 
JL-L ________________ 22 
AOA h ________________ 37 
AOA C _________________ 57 
Kn ay C_ _ ______________ 48 
] [ydragcn : incrL .______ 39 
JII- ______ . ___ .________ 58 

P assiblc _ ... ________ 69 

36 
48 

120 
817 
451 
109 
429 

2,415 

294 
339 

1,402 
12,614 
10, 91 5 
1.112 

12,392 

308,700 

tage of cor recting J L - 1 for Lhe presence of oxygen 
in the gas is apparen t. 

The superiority of JL is even more evident if we 
omit from the summations the mixture Al- 26- 100, 
experimentation with which was on a d ifferent basis 
than with the other mixtures. This is explained in 
footnote in R eport 1l06- A as follows: "Data taken 
prior to the Committee's decision to adj ust each 
burner for more than one kind of flame. First 
figure gives number of burners with unsatisfactory 
flames, second indicates the number of burners 
adj llsted for the particular kind of flame". We find 
that of the seven, eight, or nine burners tested under 
five of the nine combinaLions of adjustment and 
pressure, all had + 5 flames. vVe have no way of 
judging how many failures would have occurred 
had all 28 appliances been given all the adjustments. 
Omitting this gas gives the three lifting indexes with 
the summations lis ted in table 4. 

Al though data from the experiments with several 
adjustment gases have been plotted for various gen
eral inclexes, the superiority of the lifting indexes 
I L and JL is so decisive that no further consideration 
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T A BLE 4. Summations of observations of lifting with appli 
ances adjusted with gas AI. 

Tests A I-26-100, AI-32-90, and AI-32-55 omitted from the compar ison 

Summation 
Index 

A 

J L_______________________ 13 
J L-I____________________ 21 
fL _______________________ 36 

B 

27 
39 

113 

c 

125 
179 

1, 101 

need be given to AGA index C, Knoy index C, etc. 
Summations for the comparisons with natural gases 
are given in table 5. In this set <;>f comparisons IL 
certainly has the advantage. It mIght be concluded 
that JL is generally unsuitable for use when burners 
have been adjusted with natural gases, but such a 
conclusion is probably not warranted by the experi
mental data, which show that J L applied very well 
to all tests except those involving a single producer 
gas and its mixtures. Further work may be needed 
to establish the value of JL when applied to very 
low-burning gases, however . Again JL appears to 

be superior to J L - 1 by a margin wide enough to 
warrant dropping the latter from fur ther discussion. 

The interpretation of the experiments r ecorded in 
R esearch R eport 1106, par ts B , C, and D is affected 
by the fact, earlier mentioned, that v:arying n?mbers 
of appliances were actually tested WIth the dIffer ent 
conditions of adjustmen t and gas supply . Usually 
the burners most susceptible to lifting were tested 
first . When enough of them had been tested without 
lifting to make i t probable that most of those no t 
tes ted would not show lifting, testing was discon
tinued. In these cases it is no t likely that the muu
bel' of failures would have increased gr eatly had all 
the appliances been tested ; but there were other 
cases in which all appliances t es ted showed + 5 
flames, and it appears that testing was discontinued 
because the noninter changeability of the substitu te 
gas with the adjustment gas had been shown de
cisively and fur ther experimentation seemed un
necessary for the original purpose of the investiga
tion. 

E ven had th e appliances been arranged as well as 
practicable in the order of susceptibility and had 
testing been continued with each ga.; until some of 

T ABLE 5. Summations of observations of lifting with appli
ances adjusted with natural gases 

Summation 

Adiustment gas Index 
A B C 

-----
9 47 

12 64 
3 22 

{
h __________ 9 

" nigh Btu" ___________________ J r.- I_________ 8 
fL ___________ 3 

1 2 
6 24 
0 0 

{
J L_____ _____ 1 

" nigh methane" _______________ Jr.-I _________ 3 
fL ___________ 0 

4 21 
8 30 
1 2 

{
-J L _________ _ 

" . . " . n Igh mert ___________________ J L-I ________ _ 
h __ ________ _ 

the burners had not shown lifting, there must have 
been some uncertainty as to the number that migh t 
have failed, for the order of susceptibility was by 
no means constant. When, under a given condition 
of adjustment and gas supply, no more than three 
appliances showed either + 4 or + 5 flames, they 
were designated by their identifying letters. In 
table 6 is a summary of the entries of this kind in 
Report 1106- A. When a given burner was the 
only one that showed + 5 flames or the only one that 
showed + 4 flames when none showed + 5 flames, it 
was considered "most susceptible" to lifting and 
entered in column (A). If its greater tendency to 
lift was shared by one or two othei- burners, it is 
entered in column B, etc. Rated like an athletic 
event, a fust in susceptibility to lifting is represented 
in column A, a t ie for first with not more than two 
others in column B, second or a t ie for second with 
not more than two o thers in C, third or a t ie for 
third with not more than two others in D . Columns 
E and F merely show that t he burner was not fust 
or second, while the ent ries under G show defini tely 
that the burner was often far less suscep tible than 
numerous others. The burners are listed in order 
of the number of times they appeared to be most 
susceptible or among the two or three most suscep
tible, and 19 of 28 were in this position under at 
least one condition, b ut those most susceptible in 
many cases were as low as 16th in order of suscep-
tibility in other cases. _ 

If such variations appear in the r elative suscepti
bili ty to lift ing, we cannot expect greater regularity 
in their absolute susceptibilit ies, which determine 
the number of appliances on which lifting should 
occur with a given gas . E ven if the index were the 

T ABLE 6. R elative tendency to lift shown by ceTtain burners as 
recorded by burner designations in table 7 of Report 1106- A 

Column _______ ABC D E F G 

N umber of 
burners A verage G~rt-
~e~~~~trbi~~ _ 0 2 2 3 or number number 
~~~ ~~~~~ 

burners su~cep- sllscep-
shown t lble tible 
equally Not Not burners burners 
susceptible__ 0 1 to 20 to 20 to 2

1
S!10wn shown ______ _ 

B urner 

e_______________ 12 
0_____ _________ 6 
n ______________ 10 
al _____________ 0 
y _ _____________ 3 

x______________ 3 
h______________ 2 z._____________ 3 
c_______________ 3 
L.____ _________ 0 

k._______ ______ 0 
y____ __________ 0 
q______________ 0 
d______________ 1 
m ______________ 1 

w ______________ 1 

f --------------- 0 p ______________ 0 
T_______________ 0 

17 
20 
14 
14 
6 

4 
4 
2 
1 
4 

3 
3 
3 
1 
1 

N umber of cases 

o 
I 
3 
5 
o 
1 
2 
o 
o 
o 
I 
o 
o 
2 
1 

o 
o 
o 
o 

I 
o 
2 
2 
o 

9 
12 
7 
9 

20 

24 
8 

21 
18 
27 

18 
5 

18 
7 

13 

6 
4 
8 
4 
3 

15 
6 

15 
12 
6 

o ____________________________________ _ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 ____________________________________ _ 

o 
o 
o 
o 
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TA RLE 7. Summations of all tests f 01' lifting ccmpared with 
hand J L (compa1'isons with adjustment gas Al limited to 
those jor which h had been computed) 

Ind ex h sum· Index J L sum· Maximum possible 
Ad just· maLions mations summations 

ment gas 
A B C A B C A B C 

---- - --- - ----

Al. ... . ... 37 120 1. 402 14 36 294 69 2, 415 308, 700 
Bl. ...... 23 76 601 20 77 446 64 2,080 266.112 
B2 ....... J4 44 188 17 35 92 56 1. 596 204,624 
U3 ....... 15 48 201 24 35 58 72 2,628 326,592 
C1.. .•.... 32 105 611 30 42 258 93 4, 418 344, 824 

DL . . .... 7 11 60 2 3 4 11 66 7,560 
N L . .. . . . 3 3 22 9 9 47 47 l.128 145, 152 
)<2 ....••. 0 0 0 I 1 2 17 153 20, 412 
N3 ....••. 1 1 2 4 4 21 21 231 30,492 

Total. l321408 
---

24"21 1,222 450 
I 

3, 087 121 14,715 1,654, 468 

best possible guide in predicting appliance failure, 
and if an appliances had been tested wiLh every gas, 
"ve should expect considerable irregularity among the 
res ul ts , because Lable 6 shows the varia Lions to be 
unpredictable. When a varying number of appli
ances is tested, the scrambling of the results is much 
greater. Neverth eless, we have no alternative Lo 
using the data available. The apparent value of any 
index must be unfavorably affecLed by such irregu
larities as the variable number of applianees tested , 
but these variations are no t too gl'eaL Lo leave a high 
degree of correlation between Lhe number of appli
ance failures and t he propel'Lies of Lh e gas supply, 
and Lbe index that mosL perfectly rep resenLs th ese 
properties should still show the beLter correlation 
wi Lit Lhe number of appliance failures. 

I t would be possible to omit from considera t ion cer
tain results in Reports 1l06- B, C, and D ,for the sam e 
reasons given in the case of tests Al-32- 90, A 1- 32-55 , 
and Al- 26- 100, but their individual discussion would 
not be worth while. Accordingly, all th e r esults re
co rded in these reports have been included in the 
"summations" made of them. The AGA index IL 
was reported for only 57 of 65 gases for which tests 
were recorded with B1 as the adjustment gas, but all 
tests are included in the summations for J L , al
though the larger number of gases leads necessarily 
to somewhat larger summations . In spite of this 
lJ andicap, J L shows the higher degree of correlation 
in this as in all other cases, except the tes ts reported 
in Bulletin 36. The summations for each group, 
including those previously discussed , are given in 
table 7. There is no room for uncertainty that J L 

r epresents the resul ts of this huge group of tests ma
terially better than does h . 

The Rochester T est Burner is a simple single-port 
burner with a graduated means of adjusting the 
primary air opening, When used to measm'e the 
lifting properties of a gas, a normal rate of gas flow 
is se t with an adjustment gas, and with each sub
stitute gas in turn the air shutter is opened until 
lifting occm-s, A graduated scale attached to the 
air hutter provides a numerical reading that is 
taken to be the desired measw'e of the tendency 
of the substitute gas to produce lifting. The read
ings of tbe Rochester burner were not included in 

table 3 with the indexes, because n either LlJCY nor 
index I L was applied to all the gases substituted for 
AI , and the ones omitted were not the same. Index 
JL was plotted for the same gases used with the 
Rochester burner, however, and the usual summa
tions taken. Including + 4 and + 5 flames, they 
were as follows: for J L , A = 25, B = 72, C = 481. 
For the Rochester-Burner Index, A = 33, B = 108, 
C = 1,33 l. It appears that observations with the 
Rochester burner would have provided a more 
accurate means of predicting lifting than IL but 
not as accm-ate a means as JL • The same appeared 
to be true in plots of tests involving other adjustmen t 
gases, but summations were not made. 

VI. Derivation of a New Index to Repre
sent Flashback, and its Comparison With 
AGA Index I F 

The fla hback curves shown in Report 847 are not 
complete enough, nor do they cover a sufficiently 
varied lot of ga e to be of much use in preparing a 
formula for predicting flashback. It was therefore 
necessary to go much farther back, to 1922 and the 
Bmeau 's Technologic Paper 222 [11], which dealt 
with a considerable variety of rapidly burning gase 
and two range bm-ners. The observations were 
made before m ethods of testing appliances were well 
developed and leave much to be desir'ed in the way 
of completeness and accuracy, but they stilll'epresen t 
the best data for this purpose available to the ,vriter. 

Es entially th e sam e m ethod was employed as in 
the preparation of the formula for lifting. Curves 
were replo t ted from the original figures to show the 
average rate of gas supply (in terms of th e air re
quired to burn it) at which the two appliances 
flashed baek with each gas and at each of several 
percentages of primary air. Only a par t of th e 10 
resulting flashback curves, for gases designated 
103- 106, are shown by heavy lines in figure 1 ; the 

•.• ~o -------TI.s---,\' .,---Tc,.,-----,.ro.----;,!o. --i.'o. --,;1;.--• .rr..--.l90 
CUBIC FEET OF All' REQUIRED HOURLY TO BUftH GAS SUPPLIED TO BUAIiIE .. 

FIGURE 18. A verage flashback curves for f01tr gases, and 
changes that occur in tendency to flash back when pressures 
and mechanical adJ 1tstments are changed. 
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others are omitted to make the figure less confusing. 
In the case of lifting we were concerned only with 
what would happen when the gas-supply valve of an 
appliance is wide open. If lifting does not occur 
under that condition, it does not occur wh en the gas 
is turned down. The case of flashback is entirely 
different. Ranges and space heaters are usually 
manually controlled to whatever rate the user 
desires, and many appliances of oth<:r .types have 
graduating thermostats that effect slmllar control 
automatically. Safety from flashback therefo~·e. r e
quires that it shall not occur under any condltIOns 
produced .by gradua1l3; r educing tJ:1e pressure at ~he 
burner o1'1fice, by closmg a valve m th~ supply Ime 
or otherwise. What happens to the mput of gas 
and the injection of primary air when this occurs is 
r epresented on the basic diagram by "normal injec
tion curves," of which curves Na and N of figure 2 
are examples. Normal inj ection curves in figure 18 
are broken curves converging at the origin. The 
point representing the operation of an appliance at 
its normal input rating may seem remote from fla~h
back , but if the normal injection curve connectmg 
it with the origin intersects the flashback curve, the 
appliance is subj ect to that hazard. The changes 
that take ·place in the flow of gas and primary air 
when one gas after another is supplied to an appli
ance with unchanged mechanical adjustments, in
cluding the burner valve, is again represented by a 
reciprocal curve (A). 

The solution of our problem begins with the con 
struction of a normal injection curve for a typical 
appliance, marked N in figure 18. Such curves differ 
somewhat from one appliance to another, but are 
enough alike to permit almost anyone to represent 
appliances in general. Other normal inj ec tion 
curves to be used in the same problem must be re
lated to the others as shown by the method of deriv
ing one from another which follows. The inter
section of curves A and N is marked X . From an
other point on curve A, say X - 105, a normal inj ec
tion curve is constru cted in the following manner. 
Other reciprocal curves, of which Band C are shown, 
are constructed . Each represents a different pres
sure at the orifice. Curve N intersects curve B at a 
point marked X -B. The normal inj ection curve 
through point X - 105 will intersect curve B at a 
point X - 105- B, whose abscissa has the same ratio 
to that of X - 105 as the abscissa of point X -B has 
to the abscissa of X . In this manner any number 
of points on the normal injection curve through 
X - 105 can be located, and any number of other 
normal inj ection curves can be drawn. 

By trial and error, normal injection curves tangent 
to the experimental flash back curves were con
stru cted in the manner described. Their inter
sections with curve A are marked X - 103, X - 104, 
. . . and have the same significance with 
respect to flashback as did the intersections of 
reciprocal curve Y with the lifting curves of figure 4. 
The abscissas of points X - 10l , ... , X - 110 
are plotted with respect to flame speed (S) in figure 
19. The gas ra te in terms of air required to burn 

it will be designated A F . It was plotted in prefer
ence to its reciprocal, primary air, because a simpler 
relation was expected to appear. Actually, the 
points scatter badly, but they can be represented by 
a straight line as well as by any other simple function. 
The straight line obviously does not pass through the 
origin and the still simpler relation of direct propor
tionality does not exist. As each abscissa of a point 
of figure 19 is that of a point on the same reciprocal 
curve of figure 18, 

(2) 

and the equation of the straight line of figure 19 
can be written 

S-kA/{J5+ C= O (3) 

in which k and C are constants. The significance 
of the equation is tha t, with single values of the con
stants, it represents ill tel'ms of three properties of 
the gas A, D , and S, and with as much accuracy as 
the accuracy of the observations and assumptions 
will permit, all gases that are equally susceptible 
to flashback. 

The observations of flashback recorded in R eport 
1l06- A are plotted in figure 20 with the coordinates 
used in figure 7. 'When flashbacks wer e reported 
without a qualifying note for any appliance, the point 
corresponding to the gas used is marked +, and when 
no flashback occurred, i t is marked O. When flash
back was noted for a single appliance but marked 
"tendency" or "occasionally," the corresponding 
point was omitted from the figure as indeterminate. 
The diagonal straigh t line does not make a perfect 
separation of gases with which flashback was recorded 
from those with which it was not, but points very 
far on the wrong side of the line are not numerous. 

•. ....-----,------ --r----- -,-----, 
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C UB IC FEET OF AIR REO U iRED T O BURN GAS SUPPLI ED TO BURNER 

FIGURE 19. R elation between flame speed (8) and rate of gas 
supply (in terms of air req1lired to burn it) at initial adjust
ments of appliance with each gas such that flashback will 
just occur when pressure is gradually reduced. 
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FIGU RE 20. Observations of fla hback from R eport 1106-A. 
Added eurve for lifting shows generally the conditions for stable anel unstable 

flames. 

Actually, th c lincwas drawn , in th e first place from 
the undetailed but considcr cd data of th e An thes 
Repo~'t, wl.th whi ch it was in excellen t agrcemen t. 
. I t I S ~f m tel"est to add , to th e line indicating the 

lllmt of m terchangeabihty wi th respcct to fl ash back 
the reciprocal curve indica Ling th e limi t of in tcr~ 
changeabili.ty :vi th 1'e pcct to lif t ing previously found . 
The curve m fIgure 20 corresponds to the "suo'gested 
li!l1-i t" of figm'es .11, 13, and 14. Figure 20 is thus 
dlVlded roughly mto qu adran ts, only one of which 
represen ts gases wiLh which flame may be expecLed 
to be stabl e (subj ect to neith er li fting nor fl ashback ). 
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F I GURE 21. Obse1'vations of flas hback w1'th ap pliances adjusted 

for natural gas. 
rrol11 Bulletin 3fi. 

In figure 21, tluee plots showing the r esul ts of flash
back tests wi th appliances adj listed for the three 
naturn:l gases of Bulletin 36 are superposed. The 
figure IS lIke fig ure 12 excep t that th e numbers repre
sen t the number of appliances that fl ashed back wi Lh 
each gas instcad of the number that showcd lifting. 
The three figures that are combined in fio'ure 21 wer e 
drawn separ ately, a line was drawn on e~ch to r epre
sen t what was considered to be the permissible limi t 
of intcrchangeability wi th respect to flashback , and 
the .thr~e fig ures were superposed by sliding ver tically 
(adJustmg the ordinates) un til the limiting curves 
coincided. 

The slopes of the lines reprcsen ting limi ts of in ter
changeability in figures 20 and 21 are iden tical, al
though they may not appear to be so because of a 
difference of scale. They may both be represen ted 
by thc cquation 

8/8a- 1.4A -JD./A a-JD= O, 

in whi ch 1.4 is also the value of k in eq 3 der ived 
from figure 19. 6 Assuming thc relation Lo be qui te 
general, gases that arc identical ("exactly inter
changeable") in Lheir tendency to cause fl ash back 
will alwa.\Ts be represen ted by points on a line parallel 
to those in flgures 19 and 20. Then th e " indcx," or 
measure of depar ture from exact in terchangeability 
between two gases, can be taken as the difI'erence 
between the final constanLs of th e equations of the 
lin es on whi ch Lhey lie, LhaL is, 

J p= 0 - Oa= 8/8a- 1.4A -J Da/Aa -JV + 0.4, 

where J P is lhe new index for suscep Li bili Ly Lo fl ash
back. 

It is aga in of interest Lo examine th e relation of 
the new formula to the correspondin g AGA index 
defined by the equat ion I p = K sFs/E a fa-Jhs/ l 000. 
The various symbols have th e saTne meiw ing as in 
the earlier equat ion defining I L . By substituting 
t he symbols used in this paper , sim plifying, and 
r earl'angll1g terms to put those depend ing pri
manly on speed of combust ion on onc side of 
the equ at ion and those h aving to do with "inputs" 
of gas and primary a ir on th e oth er , this becomes 
K /K a= I F(l-I,/]],,/Ha·/lJ) -J IOOO /II, or making th e 
now famili ar approximate assump tion that heat
ing value and air r equirement are proportional, 
K /K a= fr, (A.J Da/ A a /l5) ,/ 1000/II. 

The new expression for interch angeability put 
in the corresponding form becomes 

E ach of th ese equations is designed to r epresen t a 
set of gases, all of which would be equally susceptible 
to flashback. H ence I F is a constan t for such a set. 
A fairly close relation between th e two formulas is 

. ' Of courSe th is equal ity was obta ined by arlj ugting the slopes of the lines a 
ltttle at t he ti me t he ngnres were draw n. but it is d imcu lt to say that the agree· 
ment of the lin e with the pOints it ropresents could be improved hy a change of 
slope in an y of the figures. 
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now apparen t, but there are important differences. 
Wh en we change to anoth er set of gases all inter
changeable among themselves, the values of I F and 
C change. The formulas also differ because of the 
introduction of .,fH as a factor in th e denominator of 
t he AGA expression. If several sets of mutually 
interchangeable gases are represen ted geometrically 

o 

o 
fJ _ AV EJ~AG[ Of LI MITING "' IX lU RE S 

- ADJUST MENT GAS 

o 

o 
o 

in terms of the AGA formQla , th e result is a series of 
curved lines passing through the origin with different ~ 
slopes. The new formula results in a series of ~ 
parallel straigh t lines. ~ 

The value of the new formula J r was examined in 
th e same manner as th a t of J L by plotting it and 
other indexes with respect to the frequency of 
reported failures of appliances . It was found that, 
as in th e case of the indexes for lifting, bo th IF and J F 

wen'l decisively better for judging inter changeability 
with r espect to the proper ty in question than is any 
of the general indexes. The ratio of hydrogen to 
iner t was considerably less closely related to r ecorded 
flashbacks than to recor ded lifting. Accordingly, 
only I F and J F will be discussed . In figure 22 , the 
number of appliances that flash ed back with each 
gas is plo t t ed with respect to J F . As in figure 20, 
mi.,'( tures for which ther e were recorded flashbacks of 
a single burner marked " tendency" or "occasion
ally" have been omitted. Figure 23 shows similar 
data plot ted with r espect to IF, but, as in the case of 
lifting, I F was not recorded for all the substitute 
gases. Figure 24 shows J v for only those mixtures 
for which I F was reported. 

The poin t that is most noticeable when comparing 
figures 23 and 24 is that when using IF and either the 
adjustment gas (with which flashback did not occur) 
or the average of the gases selected by the inves ti
gators as limiting mixtures, there are many more 
flashbacks that would no t be predicted than when 
J F is used . Thus, 19 flashbacks wer e recorded for 
eigh t mixtures that had lower values of I F than the 
adjustment gas, and only seven flashbacks in three 
mixtures that had lower values of Jr . The usual 
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summations are given in table 8. As in t able 4, th e 
summations relating to comparisons with adjustm en t 
gas A - l are limited to those for which values of I p 
are given in the r eport . In the other summations, 
all recorded results are included. D ata from report 
l106- B are no t included because practically all the 
substitu te gases were less subj ect to flashback than 
the adjustmen t gas, and the number of failures that 
occurred was too small to be significant. 

The Rochester T est Burner could no t be adjusted 
to flash back with four of the gases described in 
report l106- A that did flashback in th e appliance 
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F I GU R E 24. Number of cases of observed flas hback for the 
gases represented in fig ure 23 compared with J 1'. 
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TABLE 8. Summations of tests jor flashback compared wllh 
I p and J p 

Index r. 
Summation s 

I ndex JP 
Summations 

Adjustmenl gas __ .,....-__ ~ ___ I ___ -,-____ _ 

A B c A B C 
1-------------------1----

AL____________ 48 168 437 44 107 261 
CL _____________ 53 11 5 337 22 73 186 
NL ____________ 12 56 120 32 78 197 

NL ____________ 6 18 27 8 15 16 
N2 _____________ 1 21 2 5 10 15 

-----------------1 
TolaL _______ 120 359 923 111 283 675 

burners; and there were 11 gases, including the 
adjustment gas, that did flash back with the Roches
ter Burner but not with any of the appliance bUTnel's . 
Summations of the readings for the gases that could 
be made to flash back in the Rochester bmnel' and 
of J P for the same gases gave the results in table 9. 
The two means of predicting flashback appear to be 
about equally good if the figures in the table only are 
considered, but it must. be remembered that the 
Rochester burner was favored in the selection of 
these data because those gases that could not be 
made to flash back with it where tbe tests with the 
other burners would have led us to think that it 
could, have been eliminated from consideration. It 
is probably safe to conclude tha t flashback of appli
ances in service can be predicted with a li ttle more 
certain ty from a knowledge of the composition of 
two gases and the use of the index than from te ts 
of the gases with the Rochester burner. 

TABf. E 9. Summations comparing the readings of the Roch
ester T est Burner with J p as means for estimating the proba
bility of flashback 

Tests summarized are those wilh gases that could be made to fl as h back in lhe 
Roches ter burner 

Summations 
Test gas Index 

ABC 
1----1-----------1------

AL ______ ___ Jp ____________________________ _________ 14 39 160 
AL _________ Roch ester burne!". __________________ ___ 23 84 192 
CL _________ J p_____________ ________________________ 8 30 94 
CI. _________ Rochester burne!". ____________ _________ 6 27 84 

VII. Interchangeability With Respect to 
Yellow Tips 

Much the greater part of the heat of combustion 
of practically all gases distributed as public supplies 
comes from hydrocarbons. These compounds tend 
to be decomposed in the zone of prinlary reaction 
according to the chemical equation 

(4) 

Although some of the carbon monoxide and hy
drogen are oxidized at the same t ime to carbon di
oxide and water , the amount is r elatively small a 
long as an appreciable excess of hydrocarbon remains. 

If there 1S enough oxygen in the prin1ary air to satisfy 
the equation, an insignificant quantity of hydrocar
bon or none at all pas e through the prin1ary zone_ 
Any hydrocarbon that does get through the zone i 
surrounded by an atmosphere devoid of oxygen and 
at a temperatUl'e high enough for the thermal de
composition of most hydrocarbon, but not high 
enough for methane, which is a particularly stable 
compound. The carbon formed by decompo ition 
in the flame is in the solid form and in1parts a yellow 
color to it. The carbon is most apparent near the 
tip of the flame. Once the solid carbon i formed, 
its reaction in the secondary zone of combustion is 
much slower than that of gases in the arne region, 
and some of it usually escapes to form eventually a 
discoloring smudge of soot on nearby surfaces even 
when the amount is too small to produce a visibly 
smoky flame. This is the reason we wish to avoid 
"yellow ti.ps." 

The "yellow tip limit", expre sing the quantity of 
primary air needed to avoid yello"w tips, i u ually 
neal' that which would be calculated from eq 4 in
cluding methane among the hydrocarbon , but since 
we get little or no carbon from methane itself, other 
hydrocarbons must be present also. Then we might 
expect any formula for interchangeability with rc
spect to yellow t ips to involve the amount of prin1ary 
air inj ected, th e air requirement of the ga , the total 
carbon in the hydrocarbon , the quantities of hydro
carbons other than methane, and their tability 
toward heat. Approximately a dozen differen t for· 
mulas involving combination of the e factors were 
tried, and three or four of them gave pretty good 
results fo r the data of Bulletin 36 and R eport 1l06- A. 
To make a long story short, it was found that a 
function of the famil iar AI "; D and an ea ily found 
number N would give resul ts as good a and more 
imply than anything else tried. N is the number 

of carbon atom in the hydrocarbons of 100 mole
cules of gas minus the number of molecules of satu
ra ted hydrocarbons (methane, ethane, propane, 
butane, etc.) in the same. 

The form of the function relating N and AI D 
had to be determined from the observations of Bul
letin 36 and the Anthes Report because there were 
no adequate data from another O1.U'ce as for lifting 
and flashback_ The data were plottc.Xl in figure 25 
with J A as ordinate and N as absci a. N INa was 
not used because Na may be cIo e enough to zero to 
make the ratio embarrassingly large. In each case a 
straight line was drawn to divide as well as practi
cable the gases that produced yellow tips from those 
that did no t. In figUl'e 25 the AGA Committee's 
judgment of th e interchangeability of the gases sub
stituted for gas A l as tated in the Anthes Report is 
given. The meaning of the symbols is the same as 
in figm e 7, that is, + represents gases considered 
not interchangeable, 0 gases that were interchange
able, L limiting mixtmes of supplemental gases for 
which yellow t ips was one of the limiting conditions, 
and the concen tric circles represent the adjustment 
gas. Figm e 26 represents in more detail th e experi
men tal r esults from R eport 1l06-A on which the 
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FIGURE 25. I nterchangeability of gases with respect to yellow 
tips as shown in the Anthes Report. 

Committee's decision as to interchangeability was 
based. In this figure + represents the occurrence, 
with som e of the applicances tested, of - 5 flames, 
X represents the appearance of - 4 flames only, and 
o represents gases in whose flames no yellow was re
ported . Figure 27 again combines the data on the 
three sets of tests with differ ent adjustment gases 
reported in Bulletin 36 . In this case th e data did 
not distinguish between degrees of yellow tips. Once 
more, th e slopes of th e lines in the three figures are 
the sam e, and again they separate satisfactory from 
unsatisfactory performance reasonably well. 

The results can be eXI)ressed by the general 
equat ion 

in which 0 is a constant for any group of gases that 
are equally liable to produce yellow tips . As with 
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FIGURE 27. Observations of yellow tips with appliances ad
justed for natural gases as reported in B1dletin 36. 

the flashback formula, the value of 0 is different for 
another group of mutually interchangeable gases, 
and the difference between two values of 0 for two 
gases is a measure of their approach to in terchange
ability. H ence the index of interchangeability with 
respect to yellow tips is 

J .=0 - 0 = A , 'Da _ 1+N- N a. 
J a A 'V 110 a-V 

The definition of the AGA index for In terch ange-
ability with r espect to yellow t ips is 
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1 = .fl + 7E - 26 .3 O2 

The factor T is the experimentally observed num
ber of cubic feet of primary air req uired to eliminate 
yellow tips per cubic foo t of gas. I t is tabulated 

~., for various constituents in Bulletin 36. Substituting 
0 .5 0.!----" .. ':l:.0'---=-2'="O ----.,3:l:0--~40:----'5~O--6:':0:----::7'="0 ----='eo the symbols of the presen t paper and simplifying 

N" NUMBER Of EASILY L1 BERATEO CARBON ATOMS PER 100 MOLS Of GAS 

FIG U RE 26. Observations of yellow tips from Report 1106-A. 
+ Indicates -5 flames reported on some appliances, X only - 4 flames reported' 

o no yellow reported in flames. 
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in which ~ j the volume of inert and Q the volume 
of oxygen III the gas. 

To show more clearly the relation between the 
two formulas , they may be put in the forms 

in which the factors represenLino- the flow of O"as and 
ail' into the burner are on one side of each equation 
and .those repre.senting the chemical property of 
formlllg cn,rbon III the flame are on the other. If 
A-JD;/A a -fl5 is plot ted with respect to Na-N, the 
equatIOn represents n, series of parallel lines, one for 
each value of J y . For th e second formula A ID I , -V at 

Aa D is to be plottcd against the ratio ra ther than 
the difference of quantities l'epresentino' the cbemicfll 
p~'opert,y of relLd ir:ess to decompose wh~n heated, and 
glve~ a sen e of 11Iles, one for eaeh value of I y con
vergmg at Lhe origin. Thrse Jifferences between the 
treatm~nt of the same phenomena by tbe two for
mulas 1S nearly tbe same as in the case of the for
mulas for flash bacl;;:. 

The indexe I v and J v were plo tted with respect 
to the number of applmnces for whlCh yellow tips 
were recorded with each of the nine adju stment 
~ases of BulletlLl 36 and Reports 1106 A- D, Again, 
It would take too n~.u ch space to display all these 
figures , aJ~d they wil~ be represented only by the 
now famI liar summatIOn, ,vhich are O"i \Ten in table 
10. In Bulletin 36 no distinction is ~ade between 
- 4 and - 5 fl am es, and in R epor ts 1106- B , C, and 
D , - 5 flames were not prevalen t, hence the table 
repres.ents all burners which showed yellow tips of 
any kmd. :B 01' report 1106A, the entnes are limited 
to gases for which I y was reported however. In 
the other cases, in which I y was reported for nearly 
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FIGURE 28. Yellow (- 5) flames recorded in Rep01't 1106- A 
, compared with yellow-tip index J y . 
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FIG URE 29. Y ellow (-5) flames recorded in Report 1106-A 
compared with AC+A index I y, 

all mixtures, Lhis distinction \ as not made and the 
compari on i a little unfavorable to J y' for th 
reason. 

Actually, the appearance of a little yellow in a 
flame cannot be considered a senOllS failure of an 
appliance in the ense that li(tino- fla shback and the 
l 'b . f "'" I eratIOn. o · carbon monoxide are' and this was eVI-
dently the opinion of th e AGA Co'mmittce in chm'o'e 
of the invesLigation, for Lhe gases selected as inte~ 
changeable included many that produced some - 4 
flflmes. I~ i of interest, therefore, to cOl1 sider only 
those appltances that produced - 5 flames. Figures 
28 and 29 show plots of the two indexes with respect 
to the number of recorded cases of - 5 flames among 
t he gases of R epor t 1106A for whi ch I v wa recorded. 
Their ummations are given in table 11 too-ethel' 
with the summaLions for the observati~ns "'made 
with the Rochester Test Burner and the CalOl'optic. 

TABLI!] 10. Summation of observations of yellow tips (-4 and 
- 5 flames ) compU1'ed with indexes I y and J l' 

If 
I 

Jy 
Summations Sum mations 

Adj ustment gas 

A B C A B C 

A1. ._ .. _. ___ ._ .. 42 210 1,200 38 ::03 I,OR2 
BI. ... __ . __ ..... 38 134 402 22 76 253 
B2 .. _ .... _._ .... 32 153 535 33 no 48.5 
B 3._ ... _._ ...... 40 288 1, 351 37 185 1,102 
01. ...... ______ • ril 461 1, 763 55 379 1,253 
DL _ .. _._ ...... 7 11 60 3 4 6 
NL _._ .. __ .. _ .. 11 21 50 17 31 84 
I 2 .... _. __ ..... 0 0 0 1 1 1 
N3 __ .. ....... _. 6 13 22 8 16 52 

----------------
Totals._ ... _ .... 236 1, 291 5,383 214 1,005 4,318 

T~e table shows a very definite advantage of the 
new mdex, both over the old one and the test burners 
in predict~g serious cases of failure for the group of 
gases considered. The new index again does not 
agree as well as the old wlth the observations recorded 
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in Bulletin 36, but on the whole it appears to be the 
better for general use. 

TABLE 11. Summation of observations of yellow ( - 5) flames 
compared with indexes I y, J y, and the settings of the calo
roptic and Rochester Burners 

For adjustment gas Al and all substitute gases for wh ich all the data are recorded 

Summation 
Index 

B C 
1--------------_ 

lY . . . . _____________________ 18 
J y______ ___________________ 6 
Rochester hurneL _________ 32 
Caloroptic_____ _ _ ___ ___ _ __ _ 17 

39 
11 
39 
29 

356 
59 

221 
161 

VIII. Interchangeability With Respect to 
Completeness of Combustion 

The most important potential hazard in connec
tion with the use of gas is that of the liberation of 
carbon monoxide through incomplete combustion. 
Where there is a uniform supply of gas, this hazard 
has been almost eliminated by the testing of appli
ances under American Standard approval require
ments the designing of appliances to meet the 
requir~ments, the assignment of safe "input ratings," 
and the training of service men to adjyst burn.ers to 
their ratings and to "normal" supplies of prlIl1ary 
air. When the gas supply is changed, the rating in 
general is no longer normal, and the effect of the 
change on possible release of c.arbon. monoxide must 
be given the most careful consIderatIOn. 

It was mentioned previously that the important 
chemical reactions in the Bunsen flame are concen
trated in two thin zones, th e inner cone in which the 
principal reaction is usually the formation of hydro
gen and carbon monoxide and the outer cone, or 
mantle, in 'which the carbon monoxide and hydrogen 
react 'with secondary ail', usually completely. The 
size and shape of the zone of primary reaction are 
determined by the flame speed, or ignition velocity, 
with which the flame front moves iuto the streaming 
mixture of gas and primary ail'. The location of the 
secondary zone is determined by the interdiffusion 
of the surrounding air and the gases within or pro
duced by the flame. If we were to plot the concen
tration of oxygen with respect to distance. as we 
approach the flame sudace from the outsIde, we 
would find a steadily falling curve dropping suddenly 
to zero at the flame surface. The concen tration of 
carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and any hydrocarbons 
not already decomposed declines in the same manner 
as the outer cone is approached from the inside. The 
very thin zone of reaction itself is always located ~ust 
where the concentrations of oxygen and combustIble 
gas are exactly chemically equivalent. That this is 
true is easily seen if we think of how promptly any 
combustible gas that got into the hot, relatively con
centrated oxygen just outside the zone would burn, 
or the speed with which oxygen would react in the 
concentrated fuel just inside it. 

When a flame burns in the open, provided it is 
not too much disturbed by air currents, the zone of 
secondary reaction is a contin~ous surface, and there 
is no chance for carbon monoxIde to escape from the 
region of the flame without pass\ng tlu:ougl?- it, 
which it cannot do. If we thrust a cold obJect mto 
the flame the zone of secondary reaction spreads out 
to the extent necessary for the fuel gases to find their 
chemical equivalent of oxygen, and generally the 
sudace of the solid seems to cut the flame cone 
sharply. Just at the cold sudac~, however, there is 
a zone in which the temperature IS too low for com
bustion so that the continuity of the flame is broken, 
and through the gap a little carbon monoxide can 
escape. As the temperature of the solid ~ncreases, 
the width of the gap narrows and finall:y dI~appears 
entirely. The amount of carbon monOXIde liberated 
in a case of flame impingement obviously depends on 
the temperature of the solid object and the length 
of the line of intersection between it and the flame 
surface. An increase in the size of the flame may 
lead to a greatly increased area of escape for the 
unburned gas, but generall:y the amount of carbon 
monoxide that gets away IS not dangerous unless 
the flame is inclosed by solid walls, which prevent 
the access of as much secondary air as is needed. In 
this case the flame fills the combustion space and the 
gases that cannot be burned f?r lack of secondary 
air are too cold to burn by the tIme they escape from 
the confining walls and have access to adequate 
secondary air. Hence, :we ? ave two .cases to con
sider (1) that of flame Impmgemen.t III open space 
with adequate access. of secondary arr t? the bound
aries of the flame, which usually results III the release 
of measurable but not dangerous amounts of carbon 
monoxide, and (2) that of inclosure, which excludes 
the secondary air needed. In the first case, an 
increase in the size of the flame, whether produced 
by burning more gas or otherwise, has only a minor 
and gradual effect on the l~berati~n of carb?n monox
ide' in the second case, Illcreasmg the SIze of the 
fla~e has no effect until the capacity of the combus
tion chamber and flue passages to take secondary . 
air is almost reached, but beyond that point carbon 
monoxide is suddenly liberated in dangerous quan
tity. There are appiiances in w~ich the two effec~s 
of flame impingement and exclusIOn of secondary arr 
are somewhat merged and hard to distinguish. :rhe 
burning of gas in and around the glowers of radIant 
heaters is an example. 

The case of insufficient secondary air is most 
important and easiest to deal with when consi~ering 
interchangeability of gases. In most appliances 
the hydrocarbons are pretty completely decompo~ed 
in the primary cones so that only carbon monOXIde 
and hydrogen remain to be burned. Moreover, 
these two gases have nearly the same heating value 
and exactly the same air requirement, though both 
they and their products of combustion, carbon 
dioxide and water vapor, have different rates of 
diffusion that affect the size of the flame appreciably. 
It follows that if the volume of air required, in 
cubic feet per hour, to burn two gases supplied to 
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the same appliance is the same, and if the same 
percentage of it is entrained as primary ail' , the 
same quantity of secondary ail' is also involved in 
the final combu tion. Both these conditions are 
met if A I D is the sam e for the two gases. More
over , because heating value is nearly proportional 
to air r equu'em ent , nearly the same total heat is 
produced , and th e volume of secondary air, which 
depends on thermal convection, is nearly the same 
in the two case. The result is that we can predict 
from basic relations that A~/Aa-VD will b e a 
fairly good index of interchangeability for th e 
important case of incomplete combustion because of 
a lack of secondary air. 

This is well confirmed by observation. It was 
found in th e early work at the National Bureau 
of Standards that the curve showing the limit of 
complete combustion on a diagram like figme I was 
displaced much less by moderate changes in the 
composition of gases than Were the lifting and 
flashback curves. Additional evidence comes from 
the fact that the manufactmers of many appliances 
wish to "rate" them as high as possible and that the 
upper limit is usually determu1ed by completeness of 
combustion. l iVhen th e rating in Btu per hom h as 
been push ed to th e limit, it has usually b een necessary 
to assign a rating for natmal gas a little lower than 
for manufactured gas, but the ratio about corre
sponds to the differen ce in the air r equiTement of th e 
two gases. The sam e conclusion can b e r each ed from 
several statements in the Repor t of the Mixed Gas 
Research . 

The degree to which impingement ocems in an 
appliance depends on the size of the flame, and 
thi is affected by the completeness of decomposi
tion of the hydrocarbons in the prilnar y zone and 
the proportions of hydrogen and carbon monoxide 
that result. Carbon monoxide diffuses more slowly 
than hydrogen , carbon dioxide more slowly than 
water vapor. The result i that when carbon 
monoxide rath er than hydrogen is burned th e con
centrations of the reactants fall more slowly, and 
th e position of the zone in which they are equivalen t 
is moved outward. Of course more carbon monoxide 
also escapes through a gap in the zon e of r eaction 
if th e concentration inside is higher. The general 
r esult may be expected to be a function of th e r el
ative amounts of carbon monoxide and h ydrogen 
in the mixture that leaves the primary zone. It 
was first assumed that this could b e r epresented by 
th e ratio of the total number of hydrogen atoms to 
carbon atoms in all constituents of the gas, and this 
ra tio was plotted with r espect to A -V D , but gases 
with large initial contents of carbon monoxide ap
peared from th e diagram to be more susceptible to 
incomplete combustion t han from the r esults of 
observation. If w e were dealing with a gas con
ta ining no hydrocarbon, primary ail' would r eact in 
the primary zone to oxidize carbon monoxide; when 
much hydrocarbon is present it serves to produce 
carbon monoxide in that zone. It seems reasonable, 
th erefore, to differentiate between the carbon in 
hy drocarbons and that initially present as carbon 

monoxide, and the ratio of the total h ydrogen in 
the gas to the carbon Ul hydrocarbons only, desig
nated R, was substituted for the previous ratio . 

When A-VDaIA a D is plotted with respect to 
RIBa for appliances adjusted with gas AI , the result 
is figme 30. Gases with which incomplete combus
tion was reported are marked (+) , those which 
burned completely in all appliances are marked 
(0). If A-VDaIAa D which we previously called 
J a were the sole determining factor in incomplete 
combustion , the best line we could draw to separate 
the two symbols of figme 30 should b e a horizontal 
line. Apparently it is not. Similar figures were 
drawn for each of th e sets of observations with other 
gases, and the slope of the limiting straight line that 
would give the best general separation was chosen 
by considering all the figures. 

If the r elation represented by the straight line 
chosen is righ t, equal susceptibility of gase Lo 
produce carbon monoxid e occurs when 

where Rand Ra arc the raLios of the number of 
hydrogen atoms in all forms of combination to 
carbon in h ydro C'.fLrbons only, and C is a cons t,ant 
tbat is the Rame for all exactly interchangeable gases. 

Again we ca n talw a th e index of interchange
ability th e dillcrence between Lhe values of C for 
two gases when th e properties of Lhe two gases 
represented by A, D, and R are put into the eqnation, 
that ls, 

J I = A-J~a_ 0.366 ; - 0 .634. 
Aa-y D a 

"Vh ell the substitute gas is exactly inLerchangeu.ble 
with the adj ustment ga , J I = O. 

No coefficient, of interch a ngeability for incomplete 
combustion was considelwl llecessu ry by the a uthors 
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FI GURE 30. Observations of incomplete combustion from 
RepoTt 1106-A. 

Relation to JA and RIR •. 
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of Bulletin 36 because it was found that gases in tel'- TABLE 12. 
changeable with respect to th e other limiting con-

ImpoTtance of va1'ious types of failuTe in deter
mining in te,·changeability 

{litions were interchangeable with respect to com-
pleteness of combustion also: This was bJ~ no means 
always true of the observatlOns reeorded ill Reports 
1l06=-A- D . . This is no t hard to explain by reference 
to figures 2 and 3. 

The adjustment gases of Bulletin 36 were all 
slow-burning natural gases, and at least some of th e 
appliances were adjusted rather close to the con
dition of lifting. In most cases th e substltu te gases 
were of faster-burning types (with shorter Rames and 
less chance for impingement) which , tend to produce 
less carbon monoxide unless the input to the bumer 
is greatly increased . ~ ith n.lO~t. of the su bstitu Lions, 
the displacement of the lImlt of compl ete com
bustion was therefore in the direction of safety, and 
tbe imminence of lifting prevented too great an 
increase of input. The only substitute gases .for 
which the shift of th e limit of complete combustIOn 
could ha ve been away from safety were those con
taining a considerable amount of inert. Beca.use 
inerts inject air witho ut " requir ing" any for chemICal 
reaction and inr.rease the velocity of Row through the 
ports wi thou t increasing the hea~ Ii berated, they 
aHect the tendency of the flame to 11ft more than th e 
tendency to burn the gas incomp~etely .. The 
substitute gases also generally contamed hlghel 
percentages of easily decomposed h'ydro~arbons 
than the adjustment gases, so that any. dlspla~e
ment of the" adj ustmen t" toward less prlmaIX .au·, 
which might have precluded danger from hf t ll1g, 
caused the higher yellow-tip limit to be encountered 

The case was quite different with the gases covcred 
by R eport 1106 . The adjustme.nt gases :'fere all of 
rapid-burning t.ypes ; they con tamed rea,dlly decom
posed hydrocarbons; and. t.he adJu.stments ,vere 
nearly all rather far from hftmg cOllchtlOns. In.tro
ducing natural gas or even propane .or butanc H?-tO 
these burncrs tended to reduce the mput aL whIch 
incomplete c~mbustion is enco~nterec~ without ad
versely affecting the yellow-tIP lImI t . and often 
wi thou t crossing the initially wide margm of s.afety 
from lifting. Therefore the fact that an mdex 
relating to completeness of combustlOn was not 
needed when considering the tests recorded m 
Bullctin 36 does not mean that such an index is not 
needed in general. 

Number of subst it u te gases w it h wh ich 
only onc type o([ailul'e was reported ._ . 

N u mber of supplementary ga.ses the 
limit o[ interchangeability of which 
was attribu ted to on ly one t ype of 
[ailure ................................. 

N umber of times a ty pe o[ failure was 
stated as one reason for limiting "the 
furth er addition o[ a supplementa l gas" _________________________________ __ 

Li[t· 
ing 

35 

32 

69 

T y pe o[ failure 

Yellow F lash 
t ips back 

59 24 

4 7 

40 13 

Incom
plete 
com

bustion 

12 

9 

40 

index is nearly that of th e adjustment gas. The same 
statemen t applies also to thedataof reports 1.106- B-p 
The reason is not h ard to find . An mspectlOll 
of fio·ure 2 shows that in a typical appliance the nor 
mal injection curve, N, along which the point repre 
senting t he adjustment of an appliance moves when 
pressure is increased, is nearly parallel to t he yellow 
tip limit and apPToaches the lift~g curve only ?-t a 
sharp angle but is nearly perpendlCular to the lI!mt 
of complete combustion , C. Mo~·eover the. t:YPlCal 
appliance is safest and most efficlCJ?-t when. It IS a~ 
justed to take just a li ttle more pnmary an' than IS 
necessary to avoid yellow tips. The only reason for 
supplying still more primary air is to permit more gas 
to be burned completely. H ence the danger of 1ll 

complete combustion is the usual reason for limiting 
the input of an applian ce. The general method <?f 
increasing the amount of gas t~at can .b~ b~rnecl IS 
to increase the size of the applIance, gIvmg It more 
ports, a larger combustion chamber , larger ~ue pa~
sages, etc.; but this costs money. At the tu.ne It ~s 
approved under ASA standards every applIance IS 
assigned an " input r.ating" ~ Btu ]2er ~our , and when 
adjusted to this ratmg durmg testmg ~t must take a 
50-percent increase of pressure (25% m the case of 
r ange burners and som e others) without incomplete 

0 •• ',--,-.,---- -,-- --,-----,----,--, 

o 
0.3 

o o 

Table 12 shows this rather clearly. In it are ~ 0.2 

listed the number of substitute gases for which only :;; 
one type of failure was recorded i~ R eport .1106, the 10 •, 

number of times the AGA CommIttee attnbuted to 
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only one limiting condition the amount of a supple
mentary gas that could be satisfactorily added to the 
base gas and the total number of times a given type 
of failur~ was said to be one "reason for limiting j.o., 
further addition of the supplemental gas". 
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HUMBER OF APPUANCES FOR WliICH INCOMPLETE COMBUSTION WAS RECORDED 

In figure 31, the numbers of appliances reported 
in R eport 1l06- A to have burned the gases mcom
pletely are plotted with respect. to J/ . The :nost 
notable thing about the figure. IS that a rel.atlvely 
large number of appliances begm to ~how faIlure at 
approximately the same value of the mdex, and thIS 

FI GU RE 31. Number of appliances for which incompl.ete com
bustwn was recorded in Report 1106-A compared w~th Jr. 
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combustion. As appliances of incr easing inpu t ra t
ing command increasing prices, manufacturers tend 
to rate th eir appliances as high as they can and still 
mee t the combustion requircment. When the tests 
of R eport 1106 WCI'e made, each appliance was given 
its normal adju stment, which includes the "rated in
pu t ." Because this rating probably was usually 
determin ed as just described , we should expect the 
burner to approach closely the limit of complete 
combustion if the preSSUl"e of the adjustment gas 
were increased 50 p ercent (range burners, 25% ). If 
the substitu te gas then had only a slightly higher 
index of complete combustion than the adjustment 
gas, we should expect incomplete combustion with 
most of the appbances wlJCn the substitute gas is 
supplied at a prcssure 50 percent above normal. 
This is precisely what happened. The mu ch greater 
dependence on pressure of incomplete combustion 
than of other types of failure and the fact that sub
stituting other gases rarely r esulted in incomplete 
combu stion except at the higher pressure arc clearly 
shown in table ] 3. 

T ABLE 13. N u mber oj f ai lures I'e corded in Report 1106- A at 
di.O·erent pressttres 

'J:'y pc or failure Pressure 
0.5 N N 

1.25 N 
0 " 

l. 5 N -
----------1---------

Lifti ng __ . ___ . ___ . ___ . ____ ._. 239 
F lashback .. _. ___ .. ____ . ____ . 84 
Y ellow tips _. ___ . _____ ._____ 2 13 
Incomple te eom b ust ion ._____ 0 

519 
51 

288 
9 

732 
2 1 

307 
173 

a ] .25 t imes normal pressure w ith range b urners, 1. 50 w ith others. 

AnoLher feature offigul"e 31 is the wid er spread of 
Lh c index corresponding Lo Lh e same nllmber of 
appliance failures t.han is th e case with olherindexes, 
and this in spite of a more definite limi t at which 
failures begin. This is probably th e result of t he 
fact t.hat , as aIread y explo,ined, failure to burn gas 
completely results from two independent conditions, 
lack of enough second ary air, and cooling of flames 
b y impingement. Since we know that . J A = 
A.y DalA a.y D should b e a good ind ex for Lhe firs t, (amI 
mu ch the most, dangprous) condition, it is probable that 
we should give as much 'weight to it as to J[ wbrn 
predicting interchangeability . If this is done, a 
better index for cases of severe flame impingement 
could probably be worked out . The coefficient of 
RIBa in th e expression for J[ should probably be 
increased if the two indexeR are used. 

IX. Application of Indexes of Inter
changeability 

If we had to decide whether a plank would be long 
enough to span fl, brook, we would ha\Te two things 
to consider , the length of Lhe plank, \vhich we could 
measure accurately, and t,he width of the brook o,t 
whi ch we m.igh t have to guess. A gaR com" any or a 
publi c utility commission that must. clecide wh at 
modifica tion of a gas supply to make or to permit 
has a very simijal' problem. The several indexes of 

interebangeabiJiL,r suppl y a means of measurino- the 
length of Lhe plank (the cffec t of a cha nge 01 eom
posit ion 01 Lb e gas supply on the operation of any 
one appli ance with a defini te acljustm en t) . The 
width of t be brook corresponds to the existing 
adj lIst,ments of all or a great proportion of the 
appliances in service. The figure of speech may be 
carried even ' fur ther . If the margins of the brook 
are muddy, we may know that the plank will not 
reaeh to solid ground and that we will ha \Te an 
unsatiRfactory bridge, but i t may be bet ter than 
no bridge a t all. Correspondingly, we may be sure 
tha t a given change of the gas supply will calise 
trouble wi th some appliances ; whether they will be 
too numerous and the trouble of too serious a nature 
to justify t.he change can only be estimaLed. 0 
far in this pnp er only th e easy part of the problem 
has been discussed ; unfor tunately , the difficult par t 
will have to be left almost en tirely to the observa
tion, ingenuity , and judgmen t of those immediatcly 
concerned. Some di cllssion of this may, however , 
be helpful. 

The most obvious tIling is Lha t not all brooks are 
of the same wid th and that no t all groups of gas 
appliance will toleraLe, wi thou t r eadj ustmen t, the 
same change in, let us say , the index for lifting. If 
applian ces in service bave been adjus ted to bum 
natural gas, it is probable that nearly all of them 
have been seL very do e to lifting in order to burn 
the gas completely at a rate Lo supply a satisfactory 
amount of heat . Probably man~T of th em are also 
on the verge of incomplete combustion, but they 
have a wid e margin of safety from flashhack and a 
reasonable one from yellow tips. Bulletin 36 prob
a bly ~ives liS a fair guide in deciding how wide these 
margll1s are. 

Similarly, a community that has been burning a 
by-product oi l gas is likely to have appliances most 
of which are adjusted as close as permissible to 
flashback: in order to have primary air enough to 
preven t smoking; but b ecause of the large percent
age of hydrogen presen t, th ey are remote from 
lifting and have at leas t the usual mm·o-in of safety 
from incomplete combustion. If i t has been the 
gas company's policy to adjust appliances in a given 
district only when the pressure is near its maximum 
and has trai.ned its employees to adhere closely to 
th e input rating of the applian ce, a gas wi th a value 
of JI of 0.10 or 0.15 when th e adjustment gas is the 
customary supply, may be introduced with reason
able safety. But a company with many unvented 
space heaters on its sys tem, which has adjusted 
appliances without mu ch regard to the momentary 
stage of a variable press ure , and has tended to leave 
appliances with more than their normal input rating 
because its customers like it that way, may risk the 
lives of some of those customers if it increases J ] by 
even a small amount. Of course it is impossible to 
set a positive limit to any change of properties of 
the gas on one side of which is safety and on the 
other danger. We have no sharp-edged precipice, 
but we do have a much narrower margin of uncer
tainty than in many other things that have to be 
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decided for the sake of safety, th e permissible speed 
of automobile traffic, for example, or the safe spac
ing between a heated chimney and wooden building 
materials . 

The method of using the indexes in determining 
the composition of a gas supply, after the margins 
of safety of existing adjustments have been esti
mated, will be illustrated by the follo"ring problem. 

Problem: A company distributing a coke oven 
gas of the composition of gas Al wishes to supple
ment its supply as much as permissible during peak 
loads by mixing in propane and air. How much 
propane can be and how much air should be used? 

The fu'st step is, if possible, to assign permissible 
limits to the various indexes; the second is to make 
a quick estimate, by means of a few preliminary 
calculations, to determine which conditions may be 
limiting factors and to obtain some idea of the per
missible changes; and the final step is to compute 
the indexes that may determine the limit with as 
much accuracy as the available data seem to justify. 

_ For th e difficult first task of assigning permissible 
limits to the indexes, we have a much better basis 
in the experiments of Report 1106A than will usually 
be available to a gas company or a regulatory body. 
Permissible limits for appliances adjusted with gas 
Al have already been assigned in the various figures. 
They are: 

The lifting index, J L , should not be less than 0.64. 
The flashback index, JF , should not be greater 

than 0.08. 
The yellow tip index, J y, should no t be greater 

than 0.14. 
The index for incomplete combustion, JI , should 

not be greater than zero. 
For the second step it will probably be sufficient 

to assume that all the indexes are linear functions of 
composition. After computing the indexes for 
changes from the adjustment gas to propane and to 
propane with 50 percent of air, one can quicldy de
termine by linear interpolation (if one did not already 
know it) that the addition of propane will produce 
values of JF less than zero unless a very large amount 
of air is added, and that lifting will result from the 
addition of much less air, so that flashback is entirely 
eliminated from consideration. It will be found that 
incomplete combustion will not permit much propane 
to be used unless at least an equal volume of air ac
companies it , and that if four times as much air as 
propane is used, very little of the mixture can be 
used without producing lifting. Yellow tips are 
found to be indicated under about the conditions 
that produce incomplete combustion. It is rather 
quicldy found that we cannot hope to use more than 
about one-fourth as large a volume of propane as of 
the coke oven gas, and that something between one 
volume and four volumes of air will have to ac
company each volume of propane. 

The third step is to compute accurately and plot 
the indexes for several mixtures of air with propane 
in th e range of interest outlined by the preliminary 
survey and for several mixtures of these mixtures 
with the coke oven gas. The plots obtained are 

FIGURE 32. Values of index J L for 'Inlxtures of propane and air 
with coke oven gas, 

shown in figures 32 to 34, and should be under
standable without further explanation. The inter
sections of the lines representing suggested limits 
with the curves representing definite percentages of 
air in propane are plotted in figure 35. From tIllS 
figure, the permissible quantity of propane, if our 
preselected limits are not to be violated in any re
spect, is shown to be 16 percent by volume of th e 
air-free gases, an increase in the amount of fuel that 
can be sent out of about 87 percent, as shown by the 
right hand scale of ordinates. The optimum per
centage of air to be mixed with the propane is 67 
percent. If during an emergency we are willing to 
tolerate some yellow flames but no carbon monoxide, 
we can use 18 p ercent of propane in the air-free fuel, 
but to avoid lifting we must reduce the amount of 
air mixed with the propane to 64.5 percent. 
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FIG U RE 33. Values of index J y for mixtures of pTopane and ail' 
with coke-oven gas . 
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FIG UnE 3'1. Values of index J r f or mixtures of propane and air 
with coke-oven gas. 

I t is interesting to check th~s diagram with t~e 
direct r esults of the observatlOns of propane-au' 
mixture recorded in Repor t 1106- A. I t may seem 
that this is reasoning in a circle since the "suggested 
permissible limits" .wer.e b::sed ~n the repor t. To 
some extent the Ob] ectlOn IS valId, but the general 
expression for JL was derived without . the u e of 
data from Report 1106- A , the expreSSlOns for J y 
and J [ were based on the whole group of about 400 
experimen tal gases covered in t~e five repo~· ts. of 
experimental work, and the selectlOn of ~er~lss1ble 
limi ts for the indexes was made by eonsldermg all 
t he 97 "substitute" gases of the Report 1106- A 
without special consideration being given to the 
mLxtures of propane and air . 

Two mL'Xtures of propane and air were used a 
supplemental gases. Gas AI-11- 100 contained 78.2 
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F I GU RF. 35. Genem l diagram showing the amounts of propane 
that can be used to supplement coke-oven gas when mixed 
with ony quanti ty of air . 

percent of ail' and had the same heating value a the 
adjustment gas. Gas AI-13- 100 contained 62.8 
per cent of air. Each was mL'Xed in several pr<!por
tions with th e adjustmen t gas to make substItu te 
gases, the compositions of which are represe~ted in 
the figure by circles and by numbers from whlCh the 
initial Al has been omitted. In both cases the 
AGA Commit tee decided that 30 per cent of th e 
substitute gases was the limit of practicable inter
changeability . These mixtures are represented by 
the X marks labeled 11- 30 and 13- 30, r e pectivoly . 
In the first case the limiting mixture was tried experi
mentally; in the second it was estinlated from ob
servations of 25- and 50-per cent mixtures of the 
supplemental gas with the adjustment gas. 

We will now compare, point by point, the predic
t ions that migh t have been made from the char t with 
the actual observations. From the char t we could 
predict that neither incomplete combustion nor 
yellow tips would occur with supplemental gas 11 , 
either when mLxed with the adjustment gas in the 
proportions hown or "'1hen us~d alone. 1'he reco~d 
shows no incomplete combustlOn and no yellow t IP 
for the unmixed supplemental gas and only one ap
pliance with a - 4 flame (sligh t yellow t ip) at the 
softest adjustment with 40 and 60 per cent of the 
supplemen tal gas in the mL'Xture. We should predict 
severe lifting for the mLxture containing 40 percen t 
of supplemental gas and none with the mL'Xtme con
taining 20 per cent . There were 22 r ecorded cases 
of failme, of which 15 involved + 5 flames , with the 
40-percent mixture and none with the 20-percen t 
mL'{ture. We should predict some show of lifting 
with the 30 p er cent mL'Xtm e, because the point 11- 30 
is a lit tle over the line, and we find six ca e of which 
four involved + 5 flames. These were considered by 
the Commit tee not severe enough to make a reduc
tion of the limit necessary, however . 

'With supplemental gas 13, we should predict that 
the 50-per cent mixture, marked 13- 50, would pro
duce yellow t ips, with a little lifting and some in
complete combustion. We find 37 r ecorded cases of 
yellow tips of which ]'2 were - 5 flames , 20 cases of 
lifting of which only five involved + 5 flames, and 12 
cases of incomplete combustion. It was previously 
pointed out that the + 5 flames more sharply define 
lifting conditions than the + 4 flames. The five cases 
of + 5 flames in a total of 20 with the 13- 50 mL'Xture 
checks rather well with the four + 5 flames in a to tal 
of six with the 11- 30 mixture, combined with the 
fact that the point 13- 50 is a little farther inside the 
lifting limit than the point 11- 30. 

We should predict no trouble from lifting with the 
experimental mixture containing less than 50 percent 
of supplemental gas 13, and we find only one appli
ance showing + 4 flam e under the most severe condi
tion of adjus tment and pressure with both the 20-
and 25-percent mLxtures. This is clearly negligible 
if the committee was justified in accepting as inter
changeable with the adjustment gas the four + 5 and 
two + 4 flames of gas 11- 30 . We should expect severe 
yellow tip conditions (- 5 flames) to disappear with 
about 24 percent of supplemental gas 13, and we find 
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seven -4 flames at 25 percent and SL'I: of the same at 
20 percent. We should expect to find some incom
plete combustion with the higher percentages of gas 
13, but not mu ch sillce we are just under the p ercent
age of air in propane that would b e exactly illter
changeable with the adjustment ga ; and we should 
expect only a little change in the tendency toward ill
complete combustion with dimillishing percentages 
of th e supplemental gas because we have assumed 
ome of t he appliances to b e rated so close to the 

margin permitted by approval requirements that no 
increase in J [ is permissible. We find 11 , 12, 3,2, 
and 2 recorded cases of incomplete combustion re
spectively with mL'l:tures containing 100, 50 , 25, 20, 
and 10 percent of gas 13, which is ill good accord with 
the prediction. 

The most outstandillg point of pract ical impor
tance shown by figure 35 is that whatever lilllits we 
assume as permissible for the several indexes, the 
addition of air must be carefully controlled if we wish 
to make maximum usc of propane as a supplement to 
the fuel supply . 

It is now possible to out lille quite definitely the 
practice desirable when coke-oven gas must be sup
plemented with propane. B ecause it is desiTable to 
maintain constant the selling price of the gaseous 
fuel, a 535-Btu mixtme containing about 22 percent 
of propane and 78 percent of air should be used until 
the first hazard from lifting is encountered. This 
occurs when the demand for fuel exceeds the supply 
of coke oven gas by about 40 percent . When this 
occurs, about 8 percent by volume of the au'-free gas 
will be propane. If the demand continues to increase, 
the addition of propane ca.n be continued, but the 
percentage of au' in the propane must be gradually 
reduced until the air constitutes about 65 percent of 
the mL'l:ture with propane and the propane consti
tutes about 18 percent of the air-free gas by volume 
and has added about 105 percent to the available fuel 
upply . The heating value of the propane-air mix

ture will then be about 890 Btu per cubic foot and 
that of the gas as a whole about 676 Btu. Appliances 
with fixed orifice and valve se ttings will be delivering 
about 95 percent as much heat at the same pressure 
as with the unmL\:ed coke-oven gas. 

Some time before this mL'l:ture is reached com
plaints of yellow or even smoky flames may be ex
pected, but a little smoke is preferable to lif ting 
flames or to an illadequate fuel supply. A further 
increase ill the use of propane will result in either 
lifting flames or the release of carbon monoxide unless 
pressure is lowered . Lowerulg the pressme will not, 
of course, prevent trouble with the appliances con
trolled by regulators already set at pressures mate
rially lower than those in the mains, nor will it relieve 
t he tendency to deposit carbon very much. 

X. Summary and Conclusions 

The conditions that determine whether one fuel 
gas can be satisfactorily substituted for another have 
been described ill relation to a general diagram by 
the use of which the complicated subject can be ex-

plained much more clearly than otherwise. All the 
commonly used formulas for predicting the effects 
of supplying one gas mixture to appliances already 
adjusted to burn another have been discussed and 
compared , and a new group of illdexes (which in
cludes some old ones) has been proposed for use. 
The term index is used ill this case for any mathe
matical expression that shows approximately the 
relative tendencies of th e two gases to give unsatis
factory results of some kind when supplied to the 
same appliances without readjusting them. The 
symbols used in the new illdexes all represent prop
erties of gas m L\:tures that are easily computed from 
their composit ion. 

The new indexes were derived' in part from theory 
and in part empirically from recorded observations, 
chiefly those made in the Laboratory of the Amm'i
can Gas Assn. For a substantially complete survey 
of the interchangeability of two gases, the following 
indexes are recommended 

(1) 

where H stands for heating value and D for density 
or specific gravity. The subscript a indicates the 
gas with which the appliance was adjusted. J H is a 
well-lmown expression that shows quantitatively the 
effec t of a change of composition on the rate at which 
heat is produced ill an appliance. If f a is the heat· 
input into an appliance when adjusted, J = JHfa is 
t he heat input after the change of gases. 

(2) 

A stands for the number of cubic feet of air 
required to burn 1 cu ft of gas. J A , also well known, 
shows the change in the primary au' that accompanies 
a change of gas. If P a is the primary au' inj ected into 
an appliance, expressed as a fraction of the volume 
r equired to burn the gas at the time of adjustment, 
P = PaIJ A is the primary au" expressed in the same 
terms, which enters the burner after the change of 
gases. JA not only provides an accurate measure of 
the relative conditions of supply of primary au' to 
burn two gases but an almost accurate measure of 
secondary au' as well , and in consequence it is a 
measure of th e hazard of incomplete combustion in 
the important group of water heaters, space heaters, 
ovens, etc" in which flame impillgement is not ill
volved and secondary au' is adjusted close to the safe 
mUlimum in order to increase thermal efficiency, 

(3) 

SISa is the ratio of flame speeds ill corresponding 
mixtures of the two gases with au', and Q is the per
centage of oxygen in the gas. JL is the new index for 
lifting and shows the relative tendency of flames of 
the two gases to lift from the burner ports. When the 
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two gases are exactly interchangeable with respect to 
lifting, JL = 1. 

(4) 

J F shows the relative tendency for flames of the two 
gases to flash back into the burners. When JF = O, 
there is no difference between the gases in this 
respect. 

(5) 

N represents the number, in 100 molecules of gas, 
of the carbon atoms easily liberated during combus
tion . It is taken to b e the total number of carbon 
atoms in the hydrocarbons except one in each 
molecule of the methane (saturated) series . Jy is a 
measure of the relative tendency of the two gases to 
produce yellow flam es and release soot. vVh en J y= O 
there is no difference between the gases in this respect. 

(6) 

R is the ratio of the number of hydrogen atoms in 
the gas to the number of carbon atoms in the hydro
carbons only . JJ is a general expression for the r ela
tive tendencies of the two gases to liberate carbon 
monoxide and is a correc tion of J A , which would 
otherwise apply, to tak:e into account the effect of 
flame impingement in appliances of some types. 
When t he two gases are equally likely to liberate 
carbon monoxide during combu stion , J[= O. 

Extensive comparisons of the last four indexes 
with the results of experim ental studies made by 
the American Gas Assoc. and recorded in its Bulletin 
36 and Research Report 1106 show them to give a 
som ewhat eloser representation of the observations 
than any other m ethod that has b een proposed. 
D etailed comparisons wme made with the three 
indexes of performance developed by the Association 
and designated h , IF , and I y, which have the same 
purpose as the indexes designated by J with the 
corresponding subscripts. It is clearly shown that 
no single index, such as that commonly referred to 
as AGA "Index OJ) and which was developed during 
the "mixed Gas Research" of 1927- 32 can be con
sidered useful in comparison with the use of either 
group J L , JF, J y, and J[ or I L , IF, and I y. 

It is also rather clearly shown that, for the general 
purpose of predicting the effect of a change of gas 
supply on the large number of gas appliances in 
service, any uncertainty as to the accuracy with 
which either of these sets of indexes represents the 
relative properties of the gases is small compared 
with the uncertainties connected with the initial 
adjustments of the appliances themselves. 

Without doubt the interpretation of the observa
tions made by the AGA is complicated (1) by the 
difficulty of reproducing appliance adjustments and 
making gas m.ixtures exactly to specifications; (2) 
by variations in the number of appliances tested; 

and (3) by elTors of computation and plotting by 
the writer of this paper. All these things combine 
to make the indexes appear less reliable than they 
really are. The first two sources of difficulty have 
been discussed at som e length , particularly in con
nection with tables 3, 4 , and 6. These two sources 
of errol' offer the best explanation of th e fact that 
the agreement between the behavior of appliance 
burners and that of test burners was never much 
better and was sometim.es worse than th e agreement 
of either appliance or test burners with the somewhat 
theoretical " indexes" . Several errors that had been 
made in the long computations were found , but with
out doubt others r emain. To have eliminated them 
by checking all the computations would have n eces
sitated a long delay in publication and could no t 
have changed the pictme greatly. 

The writer acknowlcdges th e assistance of John 
H . Eiseman, who not only h elped greatly in th e prep
aration of the present paper but whose work with 
fuel gases for many years upplied much of t he 
n ecessary background. The papm is of course, 
based mainly on experiments at th e Laboratory of 
the American Gas Assoc . whose Director, E. IJ. Hall , 
generously facilitated the work of preparation by 
supplying copies of the several sections of R eport 
1106 in advance of publication. Paul BannaI', 
formerly of this Bureau, did much of the burdensome 
computing. 
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